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INTRODUCTICN.

'Morality' is B very controversial term which does not lend

itself to easy definition. Generally, morality is concerned with

what is right and what is wrong. onnin,J.in KING V.BROOKS(1960)129

can C.C.239, at p~248 -t1n-C)UQlh,t:that acts of moral turpitude were "ac t s

of baseness in the duties which a man owes to his fellow men contrary

to the accepted rule of right and duty betwe8n man and his fellow men"

MonninJJ.'s definition is a useful general guideline,but it should be

pointed out thL-lt"rno ra'l i ty" ~aH1nue used to defjine narrO['!F;rclasses of

propriety. The term "moralitv" is very wide,as Jenkins,L.J.said:

Moral improvement would,I think, undoubtedly include religious
improvement,but it is C3 l.I¥1i.ifif.e-:r tsrmj and would also extend to the

inculcation of a desirable code of secular ethicsj for example,the

secular (thXcugh also Christian) virtuRs of honesty,fair ~lay,

unselfishnes~ and so on "(03ddeley v.Inland Revenue Commissioner,(1953)

1 ch.504,525).

The purpose of t~is paper is to discuss the so called "offences

against morality". The type of morality discussed in this ~aper w_ll

be the morality envisaQed by chapter XV of the penal code cap.G3 of

the laws of Kenya~These are the offences which one is Said to commit

when one offends 2-gainst the criminal rules of sexual propriety,

but they do not include such offences as selfishnessj dishonesty and

unfair plaYJ as envisaged by Jenkins,L.J. A basic question which will

be sought to be answered in this paper is whether customa~y law

has played any part, and if so, what part,in the formulation of the

Kenya Law of morality. To do this a survey of laws of morality both

under customary law and under the written law will be made.This puper

will be concerned with thH ~Jpes of offences which were ~unished

under customary law and th se which 2re punished under the written

law as mor~lity offencBs.The senctions generally available to prevent



or minimisc the commission of these offences under customary law will be

looked into.Little or nothing will be said of the formal sanctions of

written law since these mainly consist of punishment, fines and corporal

punishment and are outside the scope of this paper anyway •

. ~n i~~~i~~nt part of this paper will dea uith the enforcement of

morals in both customary law and the statute law. There are many aspects

of the enforcement machinary which may he looked into,but this raper

will be mere concerned with the reasons for the failure of the mJchinsry.

rn attempt will be made to jndicate what the writ~r ~eels js the pro~er

role nf the crimin,l law in tre fiDld of morality.In th~~ connect~~n,trp

ma~~r ues~i~n ~ i @hether th~ crimin~l low i" prope~l~ ap~lied t~ Lnforce

~crals.

Fin-Ily,whe~8 there are ~Rf8cts in the law,th~re will be pxposed and

a sugge3tion m~de for improv8~ent where pos=ible.The customary law

discussed in this paper is mainly ~ikuyu customary l2w,but rEference ~ill

be made to other customary laws where p03sible.
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CHAPTER CNE

THE NATURE OF AFRICAN CUSTOMARY LAW.

A lot of ink has been spilled in an attempt to answer the question

whether African customary law makes a distinction between crimes

and del~cts. This question is one which has given writers on this

subject a lot of problems and will continue to do so until une very

important point is kept in mind in any attempt to answer the ~uestion.

It should ulways be remembered that the dichotomy of the law of modern

societies is essentially based on folk distinctions. Such a di~chotomy

arises within a certain social context and according to the culture

prevailing in that society.In other words,peopla will make or not make the:

distinctions depending on the culture in which they were reared. The

two categories of the law, namely criminal and civil., are not absolute

categaries and will therefore somet&mes tend to overlapo

English law is, in a manner of speaking,clearly divided into

criminal law and civil law,Criminal law may be defined, albeit incomp-

rehensivelYI as that branch of the law which de~ls with those wrongs which

injure the entire community, and civil law as that branch of the law which

'~eals with wrongs which injure individuals. The defin~tion is

incomprehensive because not all wrongs which injure the entire community
ho1'-

are crimes1no¥J converselYJ are crimes only those urongs which injure

the entire community. Similarly, not all wrongs which injure individuals

are legal wrongsoA person who fails to show his motor vehicle's

insurance certificate when stopped hy a tr~ffic policeman can hardly

be said to have committed a wrong which injures the whole community.

Yet he is technically a criminal! A rapist may be said to heve injured onl\

the victim,but he is considered in the eyes of th9 law as having

committed a crime. The victim of the rape may, however, sue for assault

and battery ~n 8 civil trial. ~ thief ~ause& damage tci the victim of histheft not t ~ Y f' d, 0Awhole community,and he is liable to imprisonment or a perlo
fixed bV the magistrate or judge
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trying him; in addit~on he may be sue~ for conversion in B civil court

by the an~WLr of the property he has stolen. The same set of facts may the

refore ive rise 8 ther to a criminal prosecution or 8 civil suit.

It will be gathered from the above paragraph that criminal law and

civil law, even in the English le~al system and other legal systems

b2sed on it, do not exist in mutually exclusive airtight compartments.

A crime is a crime only because the legistature has deemed it to be so

and the proceedings re13ted there to are commenced in 8 court with

criminal jurisdic~tion. An act is a crime because it has bee~ given that

status by the law, n~t hecause it has any objectiws feature which

requires it to be a crime. This is very well brought out jy 5.4 of
the Kenya Penal code, cap.63J which defines "offence" as "an act! attempt

or omission punishQble by the law", We have seen that gn assault will be

the subject of criminal proceedings as well as of civil proceedings;

and theft in criminal lau becomes conversion in the law of tort. It

must be pointed out, However t~at not all crimes will be the subject

of civi ..•.SUluS. The facts giving rise to murder will not normally be

adjudicated upon b~ a court with civil jurisdiction. The same miQht be

said of witchcraft and sume traffic offences as well 2S many offences
'under the liquour Licensing ~ct.2 These offences, or th~ set of facts

, Idesj_gnated thus, are only deB t with in criminal process and have no

relev~nce in ci~il law.

It is therefore safe to S2Y that court prnc8~ding8 are only nne of

the factors which ('~t8rmin8 whet~er ~ partirul~r set of Facts ~re ~~~mE

by extension, t~! l~w-~a~!ng body. The law will determine what is 3 c~:me

and what is 8 delict. This law is m~de by the legislature and the

responsibility is on this legislative body tr say what is a criMe and what

is not a crime. :t:s a distinction made by the people at e particu~ar
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historical mOMant and under particul~r s~cio-economic conditions. In

this connection, Bohannan in his JLSTICE r\r~DJUJ::JE'.= H fl.f"iGrJG THE TIV hQ':

written that the "distinction which Europeans drow is a folk distinction.

The disc tinction w~ich 1 have drawn between '~wB~hbo' Kwaghdang' and

I ifg¥' is a fol k d isctinction" 3. And 0 riberg sa id of this di stinction "Our

varied laws and procedure and our distinction between civil end criminal

law have grown up with European culture and are part and parcel of it; but

they have nothing in common with African cultures; they arg alien in growth

and sentiment, and carvvo t be used to explain the bases of ;:Jrimitive legal
4theorytl

CUGTQi1ARY LAW Ar~D THE D15Tl ~CTIorJ.

Would it be strictly correct to talk of customary criminal law? Put

in another way, does custom2ry law make the distinction between civil 8~d

criminal law? P lot o~ literature has bee~ written to answer this question f

but apparently no cons~nsus hns been re2chen on this point. The writer will

attempt to answer this question at the end of this chaptgr after cQnsidering

the available evjdence.

" Driberg wrote in 1934; "Lljespeak of criminal and civil law, a

distinction which is ~eaningless to the African and fruitful of misunder-

standing, uhen he is pursuen in our courts on a criminal char e for what he

would consider 3 civil offence, involving a totally different penalty" 5.

He believed that the Africans m3de absolutely no distinction between civil

2nd criminal lau. Ins~ead, so Driberg says, if they made the 0tstinction" -

and Borne distinction is implicit in their legal practice - they would sp8ak

of priv3te and public law: Bohannan a 50 said that "TIV do no~ make the

distinctions that Europeans make betlJeen wrongs which injure the entire

community and those which injure individuals"6. It is fairly obvious,

therefore, that



so~e writers da not think that traditinal ~frican societies made

the distinction between criminal law and civil law. But others seem

to think that such a distinction,in whatever form,existed. Schapera,

writing of the Tswana ,says ~In practice,though not in theury,Tswana law il

divided by the people into two main c12sses. These may quite conveniently

be termed 'civil'law' and criminal law' ~spectively although thmir categori~

are by no means identical with those of European systems of lawll7-Driberg

called the two categories 'private' and public'ldw.

Learned articles have therefore been written in en attempt to answer tr

question whether there was such a thing ~s customary criminal law~a

question which does not lend itself to any easy answer. The writer will

eX3mine the nature of African customarv law before atte~pting an answer

to the question. Only then can one understand the so called African custom~r

criminal laWe

The Origins of Customary Law.

It would be fascinating to find out who legislated in custo~=ry

societies sin~e there WLS no cle2rly defined legislative bodies in these
x.

societies-ecept perhaps in the highly centralised chiefly socipties such
A

as the Baganda. In such societies it would ~8 a fair assumption that the

p~werful chiefs ma~e at least some o~ the lLws which ~18re observed jy their

subj ect s , Who rrade thn o the r law? Who made the Laus in the other soc2'3tic~

Th> most flID-pul:-rthecLljfanc r ert a inlv t h.: r-us t crar. i bLe , is t.h= t the 1('1

had their ~~igins :~ customs,S A custo~ obs8rvpd over a ~r8at 2cngth of
time acquire the force l?ws.

u\tiv
f, -sheTofoTe,it was not the cListom to ~ o~ .0~~bcen abUSE in i:he

pr~sence of one's S8nior in age,and if this w~s ~bserve~ fOT t~o or three
')

genergtions1it would acuire the status of 3 social norm which eventually
"

had its sanctions. This theory is l2~duble because how els8 would customary

law have been born in the absence of a clearly defined and distinct

legislative'
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authority? The main function of the Kikuyu Chiefs in this field WQS

to enforce rather than to create law. The Chief of course had other

functions besides the enforcement of law, but these f3ll outside the

scope of this paper.

<j:-?"

This vaquencess as to the origins of the Gfrican customary law is

not the preseuve of writers and academicians. The writer had accasion

to interview Kikuyu men of ages ranging from 40 years to about 73 years?

None of them had sny clear idea as to how the customary law he was

observing came into existence. The most common answer was that he could

not think of an answer was that he could not think of an answer to such

a question because he and his father found the law in existence, and thct

the law was probably made by the people themselves through applying pressurl

I) 10on their alders to promalgate such laws. Three of the oldest members

of the group interviewed said that the law has always been in existence,

thst the lstrJ has ahmys fiB.ef1 iR Bx16t~ithat it evolves from the

customs of the people, and that no particular person or persons can be

said to be responsible for formulatiQn of the law; that the only
"yiicq'r

modification made by the rulingX(age-group) was in respect of the

punishment of the offenders. Th1 s t<rings us back to the theory th:1t
,

customary law.as the tern}implies,is no more than custom which

has evolved into law.

The Aims of Customary Law

The main purpose of law in 011 societies is to maintain peace and

order so that the normal activities of the people in that system may

go on unhampered. This statement does not exclude dictatorships where
-11 ~

the main aim might be thought to be the maintenance o~despot in power.

The cespot cannot maintain himself v~ry long in power over a people who

are not peaceful and orderly,for they will sooner or later seek to

destray him and his rule. Peace among the mass~s cannot he maintained
iF their econo~ic.social and cultural life is seriously
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interfered with.Rulers will therefore make laws to ensure that such
veactivities are not interfered with, or ~ interfered with only to

the barest necessary minimum,so that they in turn may rule the people

who have thereby been pacified~

The aims of customary law have been ably expounded by many able

and learned writeBs. There are two . theorierwhich have been advanced

by the writers so f~r and although these exp15natorv theories are not

mutuallyexclu5ivE~,it is nevertheless necessary/examine thpm separately

in order to gain 8 better insight into them and thereby to be able to

determine their validity. The two theories are that firstlYJ the major

aim of customary law is to maintain the equilibrium in society and

dl t 1 d· t· . l' t 11secon Y t 0 reso ve aspu es an a cnnc i i "3 ory rnannr.e r ,

(a) The Equilibrium Theory.

The theory that customary laws main function is to maintain

the equilibrium in society finds its main supporters among the mBjority

of the proponents of the claim that customary law is a law of delict

w~ich does not ~ifferentiate betwe~n criminal and civil offences. These

writers maintein that every offence. of whatever natureJis viewed by

society from the point of view ~f the effect it has or may have on the

social relations ~ithin the society.It is said that in a peaceful society,

wh8re nc ofFence has been committedj there is 2 certain balance in the

fo~ces,social and econD~ic,8t nlay ~n the soc~ety.This is said to br

"a:,ticularl; true 'Jl'" these soc5etie 'J: ich ,-,0 not t<ave ::::ch i ef'Lv sJsterT1Jlik

for exam~18 the Kikuyu,12 and ~~ich at t I, CJ. " S2me time ~re greatly inflU8nc=~

or cLc irn to be influencedjby supar-natur al f ur cc s '~nd :::..hsnty:;['nalike gods

and ancRstral sriiiits.uJhen the godstthe ancestral spirits2nc I their

agents the tribal elders,gre not angered,then there is said to be an

equilibrium in the society. No calamities will be fall the tribe and no
fe~ds will occurft
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Suppose now that a murder is committed by a member of the tribe,
particularly when the deceased is also a member of the same tribe.It is
claimed that the ancestral spirits of the murdered man's clan will be
annoyed; this in addition to the anger of the deceased living relatives

fand clansmen. The whole would of the spirits is upset and the harmeny
awhich is supposed to reign in that world disappers. The displeasure of the
A

ancestors is felt by the elders,for they are supposed to be in constant
,

communion with the ancestors. The clan of the deceased is unhapp~y and
vengeful because one of their number, has been killed. The clan of the

~murdere~ is afraid that the aggrieved cIon will try to avenge the
murder of their kinsman. This vengence may be exaoted by means of a
blood feud or tly the employment of more dangerous weapons like witchcraft
or ~GGV invocation of the powers of their ancestors to aveoge their
deceased kinsman, There is then an uneasy at mosphere in the society, a
mixture of anger,fear and foreboding. The harmony in the society is
broken and something then must be done to restore the basic equilibrium.
In the case of murder. therefore, compensation is paid to the
aggrieved clAn or family and a goat is slaughtered so that the two clans
can sit together and resume their old friendship, Occasionally the

.pffending clan will offer the other ~. a young girl who will in future
take the place which would have been taken by the deceased's futura
wife.

,

A cleansing ceremon%y may also have to be undergone by the
murdere~. In all these ways, the harmony of the society is restored.
This harmony is said by the various writers to emanate from the
equilibrium in the social and economic forces mentioned earlier. If
nothing is done about the potentially explosive atmosphere,then feunds will
occur between the two clans,the agg~rieved ancestors will exact their
vengence by visiting calamities on the offending clan, and the gods will
be so annoyed that they might cause famines or epidemics,thms upsetting
the equilibrium even further.

The same explanation obtains for other offences like rape,theft,witch-
ceaft and others like failure to pay dowry, adultery13 as well as other
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offences which Ere tab~d~in the society. Thus a man who r3fu~8s to pay

dowry on his wife runc ~he risk of B curse fron his Qgsjng Father-"n-

ment~rn PG an exam~le of tho upsetting ~F the equilibrium in ~he

soci~ty;th8 harmony in the society has ~een broken by the use Df the

cur~~~ Si~ilarly a man who rapes a wom2n1P2rticulerly bu~ not exclusiv3ly

an unmarried womanj or a woman who c~nmits 2dulterYlh~s broken one of the

moral rules in society. He or she is considered uncle2n~ The name used

hy the Kikbyu for this t pe of uncleanness is "thahu",a term which

is more pregnant with meaning than any English equivalent.(The closest
I~

one can get to the meaning of "thahu" is ceremonial uncleaness",but

even this would not suffice)·He is incapableJ after acquiring "thahu", of

communicating with the ancestors or performing 2ny public function ~

The concept of thahu" q08S to the root of the social life of the Kikuyu.

The offendEr is therefore in ~n extremely uneviable position. The elders

of the clan, including his own, the gods and the ancestr2l sprrits are

an ered by his action and c2la~ity might befall his whole household,16
or indeed on the whole c an, sometimes the whole communitYIThe offender

must therefore be cleansed by a tribal medicineman before he can be

considered whole again. This purification ceremony is a feature of the
f) .•" ere ':'-f!", -

treatment which may be termed offences against merality. The purification
1\

ceremony is sup~osed to remove the uncleaness, the "Unwholeness" from the

offenders,2verting the possibility of a calamity brought Rbout by the
f\acestral ~ spirits and gods,thereby restoring the equilibrium in thp.
"society.

The main weakness of the equilibrium theory as 4explained above is that

it rests largely on the basis of the hypothetical forces in society which

are regarded as at a hypothetical equilibrium at one point in time and at a

hvpothetical disequilibrium ~t another point in time. Superstition ma

be part of on Af ., rlcan society ffit th ., BarlES hE've ne-ver b.e.en~
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but theories h~ve never been their stro~g point. Africans will

re2dily b8liEve that the spirits of their ancestors have wrought the

havoc or mischief in their midst, that the curse will make t~pm
~.

~pot8nt and t~at their gods can be mollified by the sacrifice to them of

a spotl ess r2!T1;but they will n: t as read iLy take to the notion of the

reasonable m3nJ th~ economic man and the MacNaghten Rules of insanity

The family or the relatives or the clan of an ins~e offender will be

liable for the ~~ts of their insa~e kinsman. And they will be lieble
to the same extent that the offender would have been liable were he

'1 17 isa.e. ~There will be no defence of nisanitv either to escape liability
~ . nor to anitigate the demages If the lnsa~e man kills another man,

blood-money is payable to the full amount. If in his insanity he commits

rape, the goat used for the purification of the victim is pavabLe

by hi$ relatives: the fact that he will not be corporally punishes

by his age-mates is not a point judicially decided by the elders) but rat~

a decision taken or not taken by his age-mates who in eny case do net

sit in any judicial capacity 18 to decide on the point. Since the
.

equilibrium theory states that the trad~tional societies made their laws

in order to maintain this hypothetical equilibrium,it follows that

the societies must have had some notion of these forces.African societies,

it is 9ubmit~edJ never thought in terms of forces being in equilibrium

or in di6eguilibrium. They only knew that when the ancestr21 spirits

or gods were angered they would ~unish the whole COMmunity

unless the community itself took the initrative and either appeased them

or punishsd the offenders.

Apart from the theory's undue relignce on the assumption that

the people thought in terms of fnrc8s being in equilibrium, the theory is

sound and ~rovi0es e very good explantion QT the supernatural forces at

wor~ in an african society. Perhaps instepj of tal kino ~bout the
(')equilibrium OT the forces, the rrn~oments nf th3 e~uili~~ium ~~eory sh~ulc

~nC8c::t~-~ ;:,..p-i.r:i t s •
.•. - '.
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(b) The Conciliation Theory:

We now come to the second theo,y about the airms of customary
customary law. This is the concia1iation theory,The theory is that

'IV]customary law sought to settle disputes in an anicab1e and conciliatory
manner. The essence of this theory is therefore similar to the equilibrium
theory in that it also emphasizes harmony within the society. It is
said that in a case where one party was wronged by the party, the elders

/

would be called in to arbitrate and to make the parties friendly once
more. The mechanism of customary dispute settlement is a clear indication
that this was one of the very major aims of the African customary legal
systems before the advent of colonialism. The law did not seek to confer
absolute rights to an individual as the English law of tort or contract
does. Each case was decided according to its particua1r circumstances.
There was nothing much resembling the rigid English doctrine of stare
decisis. The fact that one offender paid two beasts by way of compensation
to the p1aintif6l did not mean that another person had to pay the same
number of beasts if he committed a similar offence. Indeed the same offende:
might be asked to pay different amounts of compensation on two
different accasions even when the offence is the same. For that reason
it would not be entirely correct to say that under customary law the
punishment of a particu1aD offence was always so many beasts payable way

19of compensation. The punishment or the liability of an offender was
bound to change on eccasion because the main aim was reconciliation
of the parties to avoid ill-feeling which might disrupt the community life
of the society. This reconciliation Was very often achieved by making
one party, so to speak, meet the other halfway: release him from paying
some of the damages which might have been payable on a thorough asse-
ssment of the loss or damage occasioned.

The aim of customary law can almost be dscribed as the maintenance
of peaceful and harmonions relations within the community.
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This was done by the employment of conciliatory procedures in cases
of dispute and by the appeasement of the gods and the ancestral Spirits.
The aim was not to punish the offender as such offenders were punished
not merely because they had behaved in a certain manner technically
described as an offence, but because their behaviou~ had the effect of
destroying the life of the community. Thus theft was heavily punished
in most societies while the mere fact that one had gone into another's
garden and eaten fruits or sugar-cane was not normally considered as an
offence unless it was repeated many times. African customary law,
particularly Kikuyu customary law, may therefore be said to have
recognised the defence of necessl~as a valid defence to certain charges.
English law, by comparison, punishes behaviour as such and courts concoct

~ 28such idiculous terms as technical trespess, technical assault and
statutory offences to describe behaviour J which they do not think
is criminal in itself but is criminal because the law says it iso

It can therefore be seen that customary law developed from the local
culture as a living law, referrable to and compatible with the life of the
community. Particularly in Kenya there was no impartial body like the
police which went about arresting offenders. Nearly all the cases which
were decided by the elders were initiated by one of the parties to the
dispute, and even in the case of witchcraft there was always the
complainant who was normally the person whose child or close relative
had been bewitched. Similarly in theft cases the one whose property had
been stolen was the complainant. Because of this aspect of the proceedings
some writers have said that the whole of African customary law was a law
of delict rather than crime. Others say that customary law is all
criminal. Thete might be some argument in favour of the assertJion
that ~ll African law is civil, but to say that it is all criminal is to
completely miss the point. T.O Elias has this to say:
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SC:>
"What is noti\easy to excuse is the tendency to
give the impression that African law is all criminal
and that because certain criminal offences are
recognised and punished by English law in ways often
different from those of

peW
are necessarily~apart

African law, the two systems
21in all other respects" 0

To return to the main question, did African customary law distin-
uish between crimes and civil wrongs.? We have seen that customary law
developed as ~art of the local culture to deal with the problems of the
local community. We have also seen that in most of the societies which
existed in Kenya there was no centralised system of administration. English
law is divided into criminal and civil law according to whether it deals
with those acts which injure the entire community or those acts I which
injure individualso We have seen that according to African law, virtually
all the acts had the tendency to injure the whole community.
It would therefore be fatuous to answer the question either in the affir-
mative or in the negative. African customary law, it is submitted, made
absolutely no distinction between criminal and civil law. The distinction

ove;.lstp
itself is in any case highly conceptual. The two categories avoeTi~pa
Neither in terms of procedure nor in terms of consequences vaan the
distinction be maintained as a sensible and satisfying distinction
bec~use "no absolutely satifactory definition of a crime has yet been
put forward by any jurist ----- so intractably subtle is the distinction

22between civil and criminal offences even in developed systems." The
distinction is a folk distinction and customary law, being a product of a
certain type of culture, could not be expected to make it. Nkambo Mugerwa
puts it very precisely when he says that "African customary law made no
or little distinction between civil and criminal liabilitYo,,23
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Which Customary Law?

The term "customary law" is a term which is capable of causing a lot
misunderstanding. ~hich customary law do writers talk about?
Customs have existed for time immemorial, and so has customary law. Does
customary law change or is it static.? Argurments both ways have been
advanced, all with equal cogency. It is important to answer this question
because only by answering it can one know of what sort of customary law on
is talking about. Talk of applying customary law in all civil or
criminal cases has been in the air for along time. The Judicature Act

24of Kenya enjoins the courts to be guided by customary law in all
civil cases to which one or more Africaroare parties. It would be nece-
ssary therefore to decided whether customary law has changed in its
substance of not, and if it has, whether it is the ~w or the old
customary law which should be applied. Noemally of course it is only
the new customary law which should be applied, but the question arises
whether what may be regarded as a Change is in fact a change in the
substantive law or merely a change in social practice. To illustrate,

Qunder customary law a young man of the warrior group, and everyone
else who, had not attained the elder grade had no power to decide a case
( unless it was one of the matters whicg specifically and exclusively
conceraed the age-grade as a group). Jurisdiction only lay in the
elders of the clan. ,These days, however, a young man who is regarded
as knowledgeable may be called upon by the elders to help them decide a
particular case. It cannot consequently be said, because of that rare
occasion, that customary rules as to the disqualification of young people
to hear and arbitrate in disputes have changed.

In 1965 the then African Courts Officer wrote a circular to the
Registrar of African Courts, Meru, which contained, inter alia, the
following extract~

"Law panels cannot presume to revise, to amend, to restate

customary law and thereby to expect the courts to enforce



the customary law so a mended, revised or stated
••••• 00 •• law panels have no authority whatsoever to
change no customary law nor for that matter have the
county councils. If customary law has to be mhanged,

Lthis must be done by the Legistature of the Republic
of Kenya". 25

From the above extract, it is clear that no law panel was authorised to
change Meru customary law in any manner whatsoever. Since this was a circular
it is presumed that it went out to all registrars of African courts and
that the comments contained therein applied to all law panels throughout
the Republic,26 If that is the case then no law panel thr~ughout the

~Republic was authDrised " to .evise, to amend, to restate customary law
and thereby to expect the courts to enforce the customary law so revised,

qamended or restated. The African courts officer also stated that if the custo-
mary law had to be 2t!e altered, this was to be done only by the legislature.
The obvious conclusion is therefore that African customary law in Kenya has
notchanged since 1965, except where the legist1ature has intervened, in
which case the law thus enacted would cease to be customary law and
would become written law.

,What about the period before 196507 There is no neat and convenent
A

quotation to answer this question in one word. One has to look into the
available evidence before one can attempt to answer such a question. In

~the first place it is true that there was no immediately discer~ib1e body
wgich could be said to function as the legis~tive body as we kbow it
today. That would not mean that customary law did not adapt itself to r

new changes in the social life of the community. Every legal system must
be flexible enough to accomodate such changes. The only reason that African
law did not change after A965 is because it was exprese1y prohibited to
amend or revise it; what happened before it was prohibited certainly suggests
that customary law did change as times changedo The writer was able to
record that certain I types of conduct were not punishable in Kikuyu

society until they were made bso Y the ruling age_grade which was in pewer
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power about one hundeed and twenty years agoo

These included pregnancy (which previously only required the cleansing
of the woman), the wounding of one's maternal cousin and extra-marital
sexual intercourse. They were made unlawful by the "riika " which cams--
to power around the year 1860 Or 1865. From that statement it would
appear that some kind of legistation took place among the Kikuyu and
that some changes did occur in the customary law. LaaDert has said of the
Embu people:

"In Embu,for instance, there was a very definite
period for legislation though it was not readily

fdiscernible because it functioned, as a rule, only
at rare intervals, viz,at the handing over from
generation to generation, though it was capable of
use at other times in the event of emergency or impo-

27rtant of polic.y.

28Lamberts statement applies with equal truth to the Kikuyu.
Presumably it should be applicable to many others, And Gijluckman
has this to say:

" The view that customary law WaS ancient and immutalble,
retaining its principles through long periods of time,its
origins lost, in the mists of antiquity, has been discarded.
Not only are customary laws changing todaY but they also
were subject to constant change in the pre-colonial

29past".
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CHAPTER TWO

MORALS IN CUSTOMARY LAW

In this chapter an attempt will be made at describing (not
defining) what is morality in the African context in genera~ and in
the Kikuyu context in particular 1 Perhaps the best way to embark on
a study of morals in this context is to investigate what is morality
or, failing that, to say what is moral and was is not moral.

Tti~ Problem of Definition

The first difficulty which-confronts anyone making a study of
subjects such as the laws of morality is the meaning of such value
terms as "moral" and "immoralll• This is so because what may be immoral
in one society will not necessarily be considered immoral in another.
The difference arises due to the varied nature of norms which exist
among the different communities in the world, and the difference is not
confined to two different countries, but also extends to different
communities within a given country. Sellin quotes Mq.unier thus: "Thus,
among the Khabyles of Algeria. the killing of adulterous wives is
ritual murder yommitted by the father or brother of the wife and not
by the husband, as elsewhere." 2 Among the Akamba, extra-marital
sexual intercourse per se is not immoral, while among the Kikuyu
it is considered a grave moral offence.

Nowhere is this discrepancy as evident as in the law of marriage
as enforced in Kenya. The Judicature Act 3 provides that the courts
shall be guided by African customary law in civil cases "So far as it is
applicable and is not repugnant to justice and morality •••••••••••••••• "
The morality in this case was the morality of the Englishmen 4 as
understood by the judiciary which was manned by personnel of or~gins
other than African. This must be so "for customary laws could hardly
be repugnant to the traditional sense of justice or morality of the
community which still accepted them and it is therefore clear that the
justice or morality of the colonial power was to provide the standard to
be applied.n 5 The legislature has therefore come to the conclusion that
widow inheritance as practised by many Africans is "repugnant to
morality." 6 The offence of bigamy is severely punished by the Penal
Code. Yet the fact of bigamy and the fact of polygamy differ only in

procedure since to be guilty a£ the form er one has to have undergone a
IIcivilised" marriage before contracting another one; while in the latter,
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one has two or more wives with DOne of whom he has undergone the
"civilised" ceremony of marriage.

The conflict of cultures is not only evident in the law itself,
but also in the everyday activities. The Dovice European tourist will
gape at African girls dancing naked to the waist and comment on the

o v .dindecency of such a dance; yet this was the n~mal thing in an~frican
society. The English gentleman would gladly prosecute such a gir~ for
the offence of indecent exposure. The typical African, on the other
hand, will be shocked at a European couple holding hands or kissing in
public; to him the very suggestive act of holding hands in public amounts
to gross indecency. The fact that the "new Africans" have started
copying these habits of the Europeans does not detract from the rule; it
is the exception that proves the rule. Even they will not hold hands in
the company of their parents, unless their parents also belong to the same
breed of "new Africans". And the mini-skirt "war" which raged in the
press a short time back was really an issue of what was moral and what was
immoral.

The study of morality in customary law is not made any easier by the
fact that one is trying to cram African concepts into essentially English
categories which mayor may not exactly correspond with African concepts.
English. words may not be properly translatable into an African language,
and vice versa. The writer was confronted by this particular problem in
the course of his enquiry into the treatment of offences against morality
among the old men and ~omen of Murang'a District. Morality, as we know
it in the English context, is not amenable to translation into the Kikuyu
language; what the writer therefore thought was easier to translate was the
negative form of that word, namely immorality. Even this word, however,
would not seem to correspond exactly with the Kikuyu equivalents.
Thus when the writer asked old people to tell him what offences against
morality were, they immediately recited along list of effences ranging
from theft, witchcraft, disc respect to elders arson and assault to the
graver offences of murder and rape. They grouped them under the one word
"waganu", which has a connotation of bad behaviour, malicious behaviour
as well as generally disregarding the accepted norms of behaviour. So the
writer would turn to the other word "umaramari", with basically the same
results. They were, however, ante to distinguish the two foregoing
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J
worts from "uturika", lumping under the latter head the lesser offences
like uttering obscene words, dis~respect to elders, disobedience to
one's parents and bullying.

It is very clear, therefore, that any study of customary law can
never be accurate as long as one is using English terminology and trying
to translate t~e 2&iie.s the various words into the relevant African
language. Writing of the Tiv, Bohannan said, "The distinction which tI

I have drawn between 'kwaghbo', 'kwaghbang' and 'ifer' is a folk
distinction".? Although Bohannan was talking about the distinction
between criminal and vivil law, the words might as well have applied to,
say, offences against property and offences against morality. We have
seen how theft, rape, murder and witchcraft were lumped together as
offences of "waganu" and "umaramari", words which might be thought to
mean immorality. Indeed, one might think that the three words "waganu",
"umaramari" and tfuturika" are synDllyms, but it is clear from the foregoing
that they are not as the latter is less grave than the other two.

We are therefore left with only one alternative: to use the English
classification of crimes and try to see them in an African perspective.
This we shall do despite the warning by Bohamnan that "it is just as
wrong and just as uncomprehending to cram Tiv cases into the categories
of the European folk distinctions as it would be to cram European cases
into Tiv folk distinctions". S It is Therefore necessary at this juncture
to point out the fact that in the succeeding discussion, the offences

'termed "offences against morality" are those offences which the Penal
Code classifies as such ~fences, and related offences.

Offences Against Morality

As has been pointed out these are mainly the offences enumerated in
Chapter XV of the Kenya Penal Code. They do not necessarily coincide
with those offences which under customary law would be called offences
against morality. Indeed, as we shall see latter, the class of offences
of this type found in the Penal Code is much narrower than a similar
class of offences in customary law even when the criteria used in the
Penal Code were to be applied in classifying the offences against morality
in the African conception of morality.
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General Features of Morality Offences

Before looking at the treatment of offenders against the laws of

morality, we should first try to distinguiSh offences against morality

from other types of offences. This can best be done by picking out

the salient features of these offences which are common to all or most

of them. This will not, however, mean that any conduct which bears these

features is necessarily an offence against the criminal law of Kenya

since, as we shall see later there are very many "quasi-criminal"
offences which do.not have the sanction of the law, as for instance,
adultery and for_ication. We shall therefore consider the offences first
under the Penal Code and then under customary law.

Under the Penal Code.

A.look at the elements of the so-called offences against morality
will show that they almost invariably al~ have sexual overtones. They
almost all have to do with carnal knowledge. Thus rape is having carnal
knowledge of a female person without her consent8; defilement is having
carnal knowledge of a female person under the age of fourteen years with
or without her consent.9 Even offences like keeping a brothej 10, bigamy 1:
,.

and soliciting in public for immoral p~rposes12 all have sexual overtones.

The primary aim of Chapter xv of the Penal Code is to protect the
chastity and sexual integrity of women. Adult males can presumably take
care of their own chastity and sexual integrity without the help of the
criminal process. The presumption in turn gives rise to such absurd
presumptions as that a man cannot be violated by a woman or by women.
There is therefore no rape of a man by women. More will be said about this
Lat.er , The Penal Code also protects very young boys from sexual assaults
by both men and women,l3 but this is the exception that proves the rule
that Chapter XV is basically for the protection of women.

Generally, offences against morality carry very heavy punishment for
the offender. Very few of these offences are categorised as misdemeanors.
All the othe~are felonies carrying stifi sentences. Thus under S.140
of the Penal Code, a person guilty fa rape may, in the descretion of the
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court, be punished "with imprisonment with hard labour for life, with or
without corporal punishment", Other offences carry punishments of five
years imprisonment seven years and three years. Even for those offences
described as misdemeanors a magistrate may sentence the offender to
two years imprisonment or to a fine which is only limited by the
juriSdiction of the court trying the case 14.

The classification of offences into offences against morality in the
Penal Code under Chapter XV is a rather superficial classification. It
does not follow any hard and fast rules and is in fact a rather irrational
one. Probably the only feature which can be said to be peculiar to
morality offences is that they deal with sexual matters. Yet even this
does not apply exclusively to Chapter XV for bigamy falls under Chapter
XVI; it is submitted that bigamy is also a morality offence. As for the
other features, it is obvious that heavy punishment is not peculiar to
morality offences. Property offences as well carry stiff sentences, and
aggravated robbery is punishable by death 15, We can therefore safely
say that the fact that the morality offences deal with sexual matters and
are mainly created for the protection of women are probably the only two
features which can be said to be truly the characteristics of morality
offences.

Under Customary Law:

As has been stated above, the "offences against morality" under
~.customary law do not exactly coincide with the offences defined in Chapter

XV of the Pen~l Code. Those found under customary law form a category
which is much wider and much more varied than their counterparts in the
Penal Code. An attempt will be made in this section to give the general
features of the so-called offences against morality under customary law:
features which appear to be common to these offences. A caveat has to be
entered at this point: firstly, ,the 'features enumerated below are of a
general nature and may not be an integral part of ~ the offences though
they may 'well apply to most of them: secondly, these features will be
largely restricted to the offences defined in the Penal Code, reference
being occasionally made to other offences under customary law; and, finall
the features dealt with below mainly deal with the treatment of the olf~

offenders under customary law, for, as we have seen, there was nothing
like a category of morality offences under customary law and all offences
tended to be termed morality offences.

Perhaps the most salient feature of customary law offences against
morality, and which may be peculiar to that class of offences, is the
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mode of treatment of the offender. It will be noted that almost all the
offenders are subjected to particularly heavy punishment. Thus sexual
intercourse with an unmarried girl was punishable in Kiambu District by
the payment of five rams and one ewe, in Muranga two rams and one

ewe, in Nyeri four rams and one ewe, and in Embu five goats and one ewe.
Adultery was punishable in Kiambu by the payment of six rams and one ewe,
in Murang'a four rams and one ewe, in Nyeri four rams and one ewe, and in
Embu five rams and one ewe.16 eotran's Report of the various penalties is,
however, not universally true of all the various clans in Kikuyuland and
there are many variations. Thus the writer found out that in his home
location the customary punishment for abducting a girl without the intentio~
of marrying her was for the man to pay one ram and one ewe, the ram to be
consumed by the council of elders of the clan or clans concerned.
Similarly, in the case of rape and defilement, the latter of which was
extremely rare, the man paid one ewe and one ram. These relatively light
penalties also applied to adultery and sexual intercourse outside of
marriage. Such local variations existed only in relation to the number
of rams, but apparently not the payment of the one ewe. More will be said
about this mandatory ewe later. In most cases, the writer found, incest,
defilement, rape, and, to some extent, adultery were punishable by
basically the same penalty of one ram and the ubiquito.s ewe.

This does not mean that offences other than "offences against
morality" were not heavily punished. On the contrary, offences like
~peft and witchcraft were even more heavily punished, than, for example,
adultery 17 or defilement. Thus the writer was able to record that in
certain parts of Murang'a District, the customary fine for theft was seven
goats payable to the clan (presumably to be transmitted to the victim
himself) regardless of how much property the thief had taken; that on
reptetition of the offence the thief was to pay seven goats and,;addition,
he had to be punished by his own clan by being ordered to pay three rams
to be consumed by "them; the culprit was tied up and guarded by his
age-mates until he was able to pay his fine. Anthropologists have
recorded, and the writer has verified, that among the Kikuyu habitual
thieves were burnt alive or strangled. In the same area of research, the
writer recorded that wizards and people who practised harmful witchcraft
were normally put to death,18presumably because such people were
regarded as a very dangerous element in society whose iniquito~s practices
would bring calamities and disaster to the whole community.
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Both the mode of punishment and the definition of offences in
customary law vary with different ethnic groups, Cotran recordslQ
thatt1(m)ere sexual intercourse with an unmarried girl is not actionable"
under Luhya customary law. "However, any person who has sexual
intercourse with an unmarried girl, as a result of which she loses her
virginity, is liable to pay to the girl's father a fixed sum by way of
compensation, notwithstanding that the girl consented to the intercourse.
The compensation is one heifer". The compensation was paid for the loss
of virginity of the girl, which would presumably diminish her marriageable
value, and not for the sexual intercourse per see Among the Meru people,
compensation for adultery was one bull and one ewe. Among the Kisii, Kuria
and Nandi, when a wife commits adultery, her father is liable to pay
compensation, fixed at one cow and one heifer among the Kuria and Nandi,
and one cow and one goat among the Kisii. Cot ran also records that the
payments or fines among the Kikuyu, Meru and Embu were made to the girls
father by way of compensation.19 That may well have been true of the areas
he covered. There were, however, bound to be differences both between
the areas covered and between the various historical periods of customary
law. 20 In his Restatement of African Law, Cotran says: "The customary law

#recorded inArestatement is that obtaining at the present time, i.e. the
law as it is practised by the people and enforced by the courts". 21

1\1Cotran was writing in 1968, when Kenya had already felt the catclys.ic
impact of colonialism and was an independent state. The British Colonial
authorities had set up Native Courts charged with the enforcement of
customary law in their respective jurisdictions. These "nat Ive" courts

t\

herd little or nothing in common with the traditional councils of elders
which enforced customary law prior to the coming of the Europeans. The

'VIo.",.,..£J
former were ~ by more or less permanent magistrates assisted by more or
permanent assessors. The assessors in the native courts, designated "elders'
nearly always never came from the same place as the parties to the proceedin~
They were set up as an impartial body of advisers to the magistrate ~
tke M~e••ti~he to advise him on certain aspects of customary law. The courtf
heard customary law cases in the context of an essentially English legal
system, and so-called offences were dealt with as offences against
customary law carrying sanctions which corresponded with English
jurisprudential ideas. Thus adultery cases in the native courts were alwafs
"adultery contrary to native law and custom" punishable not by payment
of a certain number of goats or sheep or cows, but payment of a fine,
mostly of fiflty shillings among the Kikuyu of Murang'a District.22 The
payment of a money fine can be traced as far back as 1934, probably earlier.
Yet Cot ran in 1968 could record that adultery with a married woman in
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Murang'a District was punishable by the payment of four rams and one
ewe by way of compensation to the lawful husband - this, according to
him, being "the law as it is practised by the people and enforced by the
courts".

Even assuming that the compensation recorded by Cot ran and the fine
imposed by the courts differed only in form, fundamental differences are
nonetheless apparent. The native courts imposed fines which never found
their way into the pockets of the injured husbands. Neither was an
additional amount paid by way of compensation to the injured husband in the
case of adultery. The revenue from the fines was the revenue of the
erstwhile colonial government and not compensation to the injured husband.
This is more in accordance with English jurisprudence than with African
ideas of the nature of justice. Furthermore, the computation of the
compensation differs from the amount of fine imposed by the native courts.
Among the Kikuyu where pregnancy compensation is still payable to the
father of the girl, computation on a money basis is expressed in the
number of beasts which were payable under customary law. The plaint as
late as 197223 expressed the claim in the form of beasts, with the
corresponding standardised value per beast written in for convenience. The
father of the impregnated girl claims twenty goats and six rams (llngoima"),
these corresponding with seven hundred shillings. One goat was deemed

to cost twenty shillings and one "ngoima" was deemed to cost fifty
shillings, making a total of four hundred shillings in respect of the ()~•.J;~'* ~veL- t........-,,{~ct. ~ lL.:f -'" ~ s ~e.e..f:; i>-;f-tt..A..

:~ngoima" - seven hundred shillings in all. On that pr~mise , it can be seen
that the fine imposed on an adulterer in the Murang'a native courts
corresponded with only one "ngoima" (ram), while Cotran records that the
customary compensation to the injured husband was four rams and one ewe.
The fine, following Conran's report, should have therefore been two
hundred shillings in respect of the rams and twenty shillings in respect
of the ewe, and all this should have been payable to the husband.

It might b~ argued that Cotran was only recording customary
compensation, to which the answer is that he was recording customary law,
which includes the sanctions. We have seen that the native courts of
Murang'a District imposed a fine on an adulterer, not in addition to
compensation to the husband, but to the exclusion of it. The courts thus
treated adultery as a criminal offence in respect of which the proper
party to be compensated waS the government. This practice of imposing
fines went on up to the early sixties and the injured parties rarely, if
ever, received any compensation. The fine itself did not reflect Cotran's



scale of compensation. 24

Why does Cotran's Report show a discrepancy with the law as
enforced in the native courts? It is suggested that he mixed up the
customary law as enforced in the African courts until 1967 24 and
the law as it used to be before the native courts were set up; indeed
he mixed up the law as enforced in the courts and the law which was
applied when the disputes were settled out of court in the traditional
way. Even when the disputes were settled o~t of court, the punishment
or compensation varied widely, that for adultery varying between one.-.l f.,w" ""-"-$ ~ e..e.. e..le. ••.•..."J,'-.t.S o":~ "'~ t<> .five.~-s -...{ b. •.•.b,t.•.•to ••s e-we. •
ram and one eweA Cotran's scale of compensation, it is suggested, was not
the scale as enforced by the courts but may well have been the scale
as practised by the people.

Cot ran makes another statement which cannot be supported in view
of the known Kikuyu way of life. He records that in all adultery and
unlawful sexual intercourse cases, one ewe was payable in addition to
the four, five or six rams by way of compensation to the injured husband
or father. In fact the ewe was not meant to be compensation to anyone;
it was used to defray the costs of the compulsory purification or
ceeansing ceremony which the woman or girl had to undergo after such
unlawful sexual intercourse. The ewe ("mwati") was always paid to the
medicine-man, though the offender is not the one who took it to him.
It was therefore never paid by way of compensation to the injured
husband or father.

This leads us to the other impootant feature of offences against
morality. Whenever the offence was committed, it was m~ndatory for the
parties, mostly the woman or girl, to be cleansed ("gutahikio") at the.-
hands of a medicineman. This mainly applied to the Kikuyu, Meru and
Embu. Most of the other tribes did not order the purification ceremony;
for them the payment of cows or bulls or heifers was enough. The
purification ceremony among the forementioned tribes was always
performed on the woman or girl who had been a party to adultery or
incest, or a victim of rape. The ceremony was supposed to remove the
ceremonial uncleanness (ttthahu") which attached to her at the time of
the commission of the offence. Th~aspect of the treatment of an offender
(or more particularly, of the victim of an offence) can be used as a
rough and ready test of what was and what was not an offence against
morality among the Kikuyu, Embu and Meru peoples. The proscribed
behaviour was described as "mugiro",25 meaning it was taboo, was
prohibited and had a kind of uncleanness attached to it,. This
uncleanness was supposed to go to the very essence of human life and
the existence of the cohesive tribal structure of the p~le. It also
had rtligions overtones in that any person who committed"was "mugiro"
and was not purified or cleansed in the traditional manner would be
punished by the ancestral spirits, which punishment took the form of

•

•
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madness, skin disease, barrenness or any other of the important
calamities recognised by the community. In addition, nobody would
like to mix with anyone who had "thahu" in him.

It is important to note at this point that the concept of "thahu"
among the Kikuyu, Embu and Meru people was very important to ensure
the observance of customary law. Next to the curse, this ceremonial
uncleanness was probably the most feared by the people. Thus anyone who
incurred "thahu" made sure he was cleanse.d as soon as possible, for
otherwise the wrathlof the i:~s and the forces of the whole spiritual
world might befall him, with of course the attendant calamities already
referred to. Kenyatta records that a ceremonial sheep cannot be offered
by anyone who has committed, among other offences, rape.26 Such a~ man is
considered as having committed a moral or religious offence which might
interfere with communion with the gods. This uncleanness was serious
enough to warrant the payment of one ewe to the medicine-man to have it
removed.

A less obvious but by no means unimportant feature of morality
offences was the prospect of ostracism. Social ostracism could be meted
out to any offender, whether he had committed an Qffence against morality
or an offence against property. This form of punishment was perhaps one
of the rarest 'in traditional Kikuyu society, probably because it was
a very grave punishment. The essence of ostracism was that the ostracised
person could not take part in the communal life of the society: he had to ~
~uild his own house without aid from the rest of the community, he could
not buy anything in the market, he would tend his shamba alone, etc.
In other words, the offender was completely cut off from all communal
activities. The seriousness of ostracism can be ga~ged from the following
statement: "The stigma attached to the ostracism was far greater and very
much worse than that attached to the European form of imprisonment. Many
Gikuyu would prefer to go to jail rather than to be ostracised. The fear
of this was one of the chief factors which prevented the people from
committing crimes".27 A man (or woman) could be ostracised for almost any
offence which had repercussions on the communal life of the tribe, such as
rape, offences against the spirits (such as eating the gods'meat),
wizardry, and ariy other of the very serious offences. This punshment,
however, was so grave that it was meted out only for really grave offences.

An important sanction that attached to morality offences was ridicule.
It was of course not restricted to these offences. A person who
committee rape, incest, theft or partook of the beer or meat traditionally
reserved for a group to which he did not belong, was liable to be
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riduculed by the whole community. Ridicule took many forms, including
the composing of songs specifically relating to the person to be ridiculed,
the making of jokes against him, and stories composed for that purpose.
This was a common social sanction of customary law and was, like
ostracism, applicable to almost any infraction of social norms, but which
unlike ostracism, was not reserved for the grave offences. It applied
even to offences which the Penal Code does not recognise as offences. For
instance, among the Kikuyu masturbation was "given up after the initiation
ceremony, and anyone seen doing it after that would be looked upon as
clinging to a babyish habit, and be laughed at •••••~28 Similarly, a
person who did not respect his parenband was always insulting them or
beating them would be immortalised in stories and songs.

An attempt was been made to indicate some of the general features of
offences against morality under customary law. These features are not
peculiar to such offences. Indeed even if an offence answers to the above
descriptions, it will not necessarily fall within the group of offences
defined in Chapter XV of the Penal Code. The reason for this inadequacy
of definition is rooted in the very basic and fundamental structure of
African traditional society which radically differs from a European
Society in many essential aspects. Furthermore it is virtually impossible
to enumerate characteristics of offences against morality since customary
law did not in the first place make any conceptual distinction between
morality offences and others. If they made any distinction at all, it was
between the serious offences and the minor offences. Perhaps an account of
~he types of punishments which attached to these offences is the best
guide to what was a morality offence. We have also seen that morality in
.the customary law sense covered much wider ground than morality under the
Penal Code. It will be recalled that the writer had great difficulty in
eliciting a definition of a morality offence from the elders; offences
which the written law would classify as property offences or offences
against religion were grouped together as offences of "waganull or
"umaramari" or "uturikall• In other words, all offences against customary
law were nealy all offences against customary marality. All offences
against tribal law were offences which would be seen to ~ffect the very
essence of the· clan or tribe in the sense that they would cause a
disruption in the normal communal life of the people. They were offences
which went to the root of society. Perhaps an analogy (which may not even
be justified) can be drawn between the infractions of customary law and
such Penal Code offences as murder, theft, rape and arson, this group
as distinct from such statutory offences as driving a motor vehicle
without a valid policy of insurance, parking a car in the wrong pI t.ace, e c.
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that is, offences against customary law were nearly always offences
mala in se as opposed to offences mala prohibita. The laws were part
of the living being which was African Society. This proposition was
put very strongly by Driberg as follows:

" The conflict with our own ideas is fairly obvious: on the one
hand a system which is a living, sentient organism, part of the

~~L ~~~ .t~7"'" s",,,,,,h••-s
generalAcomplex, based on a collectivistAof its own which are not
penal; on the other hand a penAl code, which is not instrinsically
one with the rest of the culture but can be arbitrarily imposed
and which is naturally individualistic".29

The norms under customary law try to maintain the social harmony
and cohesion, the social equilibrium mentioned in an earlier part of
this paper. Such norms, to the extent that they were recognised as laws,
were therefore part of living culture, one organ among the many organs
that went to make the existence, the nature and the life of the entire
social organism - in a word, the vitality of an African society. They

~
were not concerned withAindividual victim as such, but were more commonly
concerned about what would injure the entire community_ English law is
based on very different conceptions. Rape is punished in England because

~ ~-it is a sin. So is theft an~ many other offences. ~ason was an offence
because originally it was committed against the king who, the Englishmen
believed, had a divine right to rule them; hence anyone who tried to kill 0

overthrow him was going against God's command, which was presumably a sin.
,Offences are not punished because they entail anything like "thahu" or
"chira" (in Luo), but because they were either sins or they interfered
with an individual in the English society. In African societies, they
were punished because they carried the stigma of uncleanness or because
they had the effect of destroying the social cohesiveness. To illustrate,
an EngliShman would commit murder if he killed a stranger, ie. a man from
a foreign country, or if he killed first-born twins. Among the Kikuyu,
killing a stranger was not punishable, and first-born twins were
invariably strangled because it was believed that it was "thahu" for a
woman to give birth to first-born twins.3l It is clear therefore that
while the Europeans look at the act in isolation, Africans in the tradition
society looked at the act in relation to the whole community. Perhaps
that is why Lambert wrote that the jUdicial system of the European culture
involves judgment by decree and the granting of exclusive rights to an
"individual; the African system involves justice by agreement and the
maintenance of social equilibrium.,,32 The norms and sanctions of the

two systems are therefore bound to be different. That also is the re~son
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for the various difficulties encountered when one tries to write about
one culture in the language of another culture and to cram folk
distinctio~of one into the folk distinctiowof the other.

For the above reasons it is hard to talk of characteristics of
morality offences. In fact it is doubtful whether there is, under
customary law, such a category as "offences against morality". The
various features o~thined above do not indeed distinguish the offences
from any other customary law offences; They are neither characteristic
of, nor peculiar to, these offences. All offences against social norms
were classified into serious and less serious offences. Any other
classification along the lines of European categories would do violence
to the fundamental nature of a traditional African society.

,
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CHi. T:C. THR~:S

-ri4
Kenya is a multiracial society com sing mainly the majority Africans,

the Asians and the Europeans. The standard of morality and the norms

governing these different ~aces are obviously different. The crimina law,
of

however, has to beAgeneral application if only for administrative convenience.

This unformity can only be achieved by leaving some norms outside the ambit

of the criminal law and enforcing those which are acceptable to the largest
~ c,.•vlc.'~l

portion of society. This chapter will attempt to show the ;Of! i I i a] inconsisten-

cies that lie between the major systems of norms, namely the African and the

Eropean normative systems. In this chapter nothing will be said about the

Asians community since it is a rather dormant one in the controversies which

have seen raging in Kenya over the development of the Law of Kenya. ~riters

on African Law have also tended to ignore the Asians community, probably
b~";

because their laws do not have much ~~on which direction the law in
,

Africa should take in its evolution. Moreover, the Asians themselves tend to

be a reclusm community which does not normally interact with other communities.
mi"":yV)~L

Their influence on Kenya Law is therefore likely to be ill!} i 111i::md. That leaves

the African and the European normative systems.

One may li<ely object that none of these two groups has a com lete

uniformity of moral values and standards, articularly the African co,munity.

To this, the writer answers that even within a sma 1 community such complete

uniformi ty does not exist. 1 The morals of an Irishman, a ',ielshand an

Englishman do not always coincide; so with the African Community. It has

been pointed out that even within one Location the punishment for the same

offence never was the same among the various sub-locations within the ocation.

But it is true that the African communities had le al systems which more

closely resembled.each other than they did the European systems. It will
Ol.l\l'

therefore not serve ~ purpose to divide the Kenya society into.
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numerous minute groups which h8Vp more or less identical values. 6ur aim
is to find out 0hat group was so influential or so ~owerful as to formulate
the law of morality which would bind the whole country. To do this the writer
thought it was convenient to divide the Kenyan society into tdO major groups,
namely what other'wri ters have preffrred to call "native" and "foreigners".
The best approach is to look briefly at the beneral law of Kenya and then
to look at some of the offence~ in Chapter XV of.th~ Penal Code.

Before the beginning of Eropean colonisatio~:~the vanous ethnic
groups in Kenya were obviousl;governed by their1espective systems of
social control. All this was shattered toward~ the end of the nineteenth
century with the advent of British imperalism •• By a series of orders-in-
council English law was imposed on Kenya. This was obviously in accordance
wi th the so called "Pax Bri ttanica"~ whereby an EnglishmaB. was deemed
to carry English law wherever he went. The law thus transported was the
statutes of general application in England at • the material time, the
doctrines of equity and the substance of the common law.

IDn the early stages of this process, the law was restricted to the
European community and was by and laree not applicable to the indigenous
people. The application of English law was formally extended to the rest
of the inhabitants by the 1897 Order-in-Council which officially received
into Kenya the statutes of general application in force in England as at
that date, the doctrines of equit and the substance of the common law so
far as the local circumstances permitted and with such mo ifications as were
necessary to suit local conditions. At the time of the 1897 Order, the Asians
had already come to Keny , but they id not attempt to inf uence the ty~e
of law that auld be in force in Kenya while they were iving in Kenya. The
main reason was obviously that the S&m8 rrinciples of law had earlier been
received into India with only minor modifications,and they did r.ot therefore
find the EnGlish law entirely new to them. This reception of ~nglish aw
was endorsed by the Kenya i~rl'ament after independence in 1967 witD the
enactment of the Judicature hct4. So much for the general l~w of Kenya.

w"-'jThe criminal law ittl of Kenya developed in much the same
A

, beginning
wit~.the reception of English general law and ending with a Penal Code which
was by and large a mere codification of English criminal law. In the early
part of the twentieth century the Kenya courts were enjoined to apply the
Indian Penal Code rather than the commonlaw and English statute law relating
to crime. The Indian Penal Code was also largely a codification of English
criminal law with minor alterations to suit Indian conditions. This was
rejected in 1930 with the introduction into Kenya of the Queensland Model
Penal Code which was to be widely' ~pplied in ~ East and Central Africa ,5.

(\.....t 4 cot..> ..•••. 1!>\f\u. .'v\,od..l Coct... """"J !:,:>.. $iMtt 1:P ~

Though the Indian Penal Code~~ different, yet they were different only
1'\

in form and not in substance or in priciple. It has been said of the Indian
A

Penal code that "Its basis is the law of Eng and stript of technicality and
local peculiarities, shortened, simplified, made intelligible and precise ••••"
In the event, this Code was discarded in Kenya in 1930 and the ~ueenland
Model Code ( i.e. the Coloneal Office Model)

•••••••/31
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introduced. Obviously therefore our criminal law is English law in

character. This can readil be seen from section 3 of the Kenya Penal Code

which reads as follows:

"This Code shall be interpreted in accordance with the

principles of legal interpretation obtaining in England,

and expressions used in it shall be presumed, so far as is

consistent with their context, and except as may be otherwise

expressly provided, to be used with the meaning attaching
~o""sj..,.eJ

to them in English criminal Law and shall be eofttintledin

accordance therewith".

Since Chapter XV of the Penal Code contains our offences against morality,
j

it follows that even our standards and rules of morality are supposed to be

English, at least if s.3 has to have any meaning.

It remains to be seen what type of law was received and retained long
L

after the country had become independent. Is this law who}y suitable to the

circumstances of Kenya? Gr is there a chance for improving it further so as

to accord with the social, cultural and other aspects of Kenyan Society?

Sir Kenneth Robert a-Vr-ay wrote "Ther-e are parts of English Law which,

though they suit England, are not suitable for frica and Africans; indeed
R.:>

there" are parts of it which are not even suitable for England! ,,6 'Ewo is

true of nearly every branch of the law of Kenya, but it is much more easily

perceived with regard to the principles underlying the morality offences.

English society is basled on what has been called the nuclear family (as

opposed to the African extended family system), consisting of the man, his

wife and their children 7 The nuclear family is thus very small and is

very far from being the basis of African society with its extended family

consisting of grandparents, parents, brothers and sisters, as wel as cousins

and uncles. Not on y the principles underlyine the offences but also the

considerations taken into account in meting out punishment vary between the

African system and the European system. ~e shall first look at the African

system of justice in comparison with the :uropean system before ,Ie look into
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the offences themselves.

The first important principle in the African system of justice is

reconciliation. ~o much has been written by anthropologists about this

aspect of traditional African systems that the writer is on : boing to touch

on it briefly. '!lhenevertwo parties quarrelled, the ~ adjudicating elders

sought to reconcile them rather than to judge the issue. Even when damages
~ ""~ ~c.;d

were payabl~Anot so much as punishment a but as a form of atonement as well as

to appease the injured party so that the two parties could thereafter live
#

together harmoniously. Bohannal1writes of the Tiv that the "essence and

purpose of Tiv courts' action and arbitration is to determine what is right

in a particular case, not to determine which law is applicable, or what is

ahrays and absolutely right II 8. Similarly, T.O. El.tas wri tes " In the

African societ~es with a rudimentary political organisation, rules rather

than rulers, functions rather than institutions, characterise the judicial
1/9organisation of these societies. On the other hand, the English system of

justice involves judgement by decree and the granting of exclusive ri9hts to

an individual. The English law is "Penal and individualistic in character,
,:.......",,·_SiUl!S

not i-nflbtelIsh:aJ:lyone w i th the rest of culture, but can be arbitrarily
. d" 10l.mpose .•• • Such a system for the administration of justice is suitable

fo; a society bas+ed on the nuclear family. The indiviriual feels he is not
I-.

under any obligation to please his nei bour. His first duty is to himself

and his family. There is no call for reconciliation since the parties need

not meet after the decision of the court has been announced. Indeed they

may not meet again for the rest of their ives as the mobilit ~f people in

such societies is very high. An African family is on the other hand, an

extensive one. Mobility in the traditional African society was severely

limited and therefore the same people would be interacting a 1 the time

throughout their lives. In those circumstances it was only natural that the

people should endeavour to live harmoniously together. Hence the attempts

by the elders to reconcile the war~ing parties to a dispute.
~

The second major principle in the African administration of justice



was compensation. It was the practice that when an offence was committed,

either the whole community or the victim, or both, had suffered damage or

loss. The usual procedure was therefore to compensate the victim by making

the offender pay to him a certain number of animals. The father of a girl

who had been impregnated or defiled before marriage was awarded a number of
~

beasts because he had suffered in both his prestige and in the marriageabili-

-ty, that is the dowey-fetching capacity, of his daughter. A thief had to

pay his victim seven-fold. Wekxe Where the clan sufferedby the act of an
cl •.•-e..

offender, as for instance where they had to pay the compensation~to the

offenders impeEHxi~sti impeeuriosity, a ram or a bull as t~e case may be

was payable to them to be slaughtered and eaten by the clan. Among the

Kikuyu, a man who impregnated an unmarried girl, in addition to the

compensation payable to the father of the girl, gave the "muhirtga" (clan) a

bull because he had offended them by his wayward behaviour!' ~. This

compensation aspect of the African system of justice has attracted writings

from many anthropologists. It has been said, for example, that "what was

generally sought in legal proceedings for injuries was not so much the
12punishment of the offender as the compensation of the victim. It has

led some anthropologists to assert that the whole of traditional African Law

was G~vil rather than criminal. In making the assertion, such anthropologists

had looked in vain for anything which approximated the English criminal Law

either in form or in its operation. The controversy over whether the

distinction existed between criminal and civil law~ose only because the

anthropologists were studying African law from the rather inappropriate

viewpoint that any respectable legal system must at least bear some resemblance

to the English legal system.

It might be thought that the two principles of comrensation and

reconciliation are contradictory and mutually exclusive. This is not the

case. The compensation which was payable was, as we have seen, not an

absolute figure fixed for all time and for all cases, but was varied according

to the circumstances of the particular c~se. This was particularly true
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where the offender was judged by the elders from his own clan when the other

party was also from the same clan; in such cases the penalty imposed might

vary with the nature of the offence committed and the financial ability of the

offender. Even when the compensation was fixed, as for instance in the case

of an unlawful pregnancy, the supplementary payment to the elders of the clan

or to the council of elders (which was normally an ad hoc adjudicating body)

took the form of a bull or a ram according as the offender was able to pay.

Kost of the otter penalties for non-capital offences were a so not absolutely

fixed. Neither were they excessive, except perhaps in theft cases. They

normally ranged from a single beast to twenty or thirty goats, which fi ure

cannot be considered excessi ve s:e;i:l'1i:i!q~ xR;:mxa b~~1g in mind the size 0 f the

flocks and herds an African normally had in the 0 d days and the fact that

where the offender was unable to meet the demand his clan came to his aid in

the well known doctrine of collective responsibility. What therefore happened
~

was that/lt.wo principles were applied together in the same case to achieve a

somewhat balanced justice which created no feelings of resentment on the part

of either party.

As has already been pointed out, the statutory law which is applied in

Kenya today has nothing akin to the balanced justice mentioned above.

Recon~iliation is rarely, if ever, the aim of the court or other adjudicating

body. The court is not concerned whether the unsuccessful defendant will bO

away feeling that the decision is unjust, or whether an unsuccessful plaintiff

is suspicious or resentful of the whole system of justice. The law ap lied

and the sanctions available are impersonal and have no patience with individual

cases where the law is i~:ea clear. In other words the courts apply an imp~rt-

ial and objective system of norms completely devoid of any consideration of

personal feelings attendant on the judgement of the court. Though the courts

award compensation, they do not do so on the same principles that African
.!-c-\,.lAj"l..

elders used. The compensation is awarded as of right as long as the AqUse of

action is clear, and such awar is not balanced by such considerations as

reconciliation. The aw is based on the adversar system whereby the two
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opposing parties argue out their case before ani impartial judge who presumably

has no previous knowledge of the case and the parties, who then deci es which

party wins on the strength of the evidence tendered and the ability of the

party to argue his points out. The administration of justice is not "part of

a living organism "within the social and cultural complex.

From the above discussion it follows that even the type of offences

defined as offences against morality by the statute law will not necessarily

coincide wi:t~ a "similar" category of offences under customary law. This

follows from the fact that the basic organisation of English society is vastly

different from the basic organisation of the African society with its extended

family comcept. Even more important, English criminal law seems to have

derived its validity from Christianity (as understood by Englishmen); certain

behaviour was prescribed by the criminal law because it was regarded by the

Church as sinful. Devlin wrote 13:
lH'

"The law, both criminal and civil, claims to be able to

s eak about morality and immorality generally where does

it get its authority to do this and law does it settle

the moral principles which it enforces? Undoubtedly, as

a matter of history, it derives both from Christians

i:eaching."
This raises the question whether a law which finds its roots in christianity

and derives its validity from the Bible should be imposed on a society which

did not originally know of the Bible and which already had its own body of

laws formulated for the same ends, namely the peace, order and good government

of the society. Must such a law be accepted wholesale without any modification

to suit local conditions? Must all criminal law derive its validity from, and

refe~ble to the Bible? These and other questions will be answered in the

course of his paper.

To come back to the main subject, we have said that our law is basically

English law with ne ligible alterations. The definition of offences in our
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statute law, though not vast y dOfferent from African concepts of what is

"criminal" or an offence, nonetheless shols radical differences which cannot

be ignored. This will become obvious \lhen some of the mnrality offe.ces are

considered •.

A person is said to commit the offence of abduction if he "with intent to
CAV"'-"'1i:J

marry or 4~r lly know a woman of any age, or to cause her to be married or
c.",,"""l:7

4o.rftallyknown by any other person, takes her away, or detains her, against her
14will " The emphasis is on the lack of consent of the woman x to the

c-"v--",,(

taking away for the purpose of marriage or ttQr 1 knowledge. Presumably,

therefore, the victim of the offence is the woman herself. Nothing is said

about her parents or immediate relatives. It has already been pointe out

that i~ such a case occured in the traditional African society, the real

sufferer would be her father or other immediate relative becQ~se then the

dowry payable might be reduced; in such a case the father of the girl would

receive compensation from the abductor. Traditionally also, the abductor
yo; I.i.s

would be given a choice between marrying the woman according to customary ~

or to pay compensation to the father; the marriage to take p ace of course if

the father and the two clans approved. An important point to note in this

connection is that abduction would normally only take place when the abductor

intended to marry the woman and when he was reasonably certain that consent to

the marriage would be given. At any rate the offence of abduction as defined

in the Penal Code clearly shows the individualistic nature of English criminal

law: the woman is the one who suffers, not her parents, and nothing is said

of any consent being required from her father, at least if she is over the age

of sixteen. If the girl abducted is under sixteen years of age, the operative

consent is that of the parents. In that case it is immaterial that the man

wanted to marry the girl who had consented if her parents or guardian did

not consent. The normal procedure in most of the African marriages used to be

that the young men from the bridegroom's clan waylaid the bride and forcibly

carried her to the home of the bridegroom. It would be interesting to find

out how a court these days would decide the question of consent in such a case
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Does consent have to be expressly given by the bride or is the mere fact that

she belongs to a community where such is the general practice amount to tacit

consent to e abducted? The parents themse ves did not give express consent
~I:;

to the abduction of their daughter, but they knew that ~ was the general practic

and accepted it. It is submitted that in such cases there would technically b

no consent and that the offence would be committed within the meaning of
q wo_'" •.•lo t.,:>lecl.~ A ~~b·bv.lt:...~ ~-<.

s.142 of the Penal Code. If that were not so, then the general practice was/I.

to rape women would be taken as having given her consent in advance to any

alleged rape. Consent cannot be given in such a dubious manner in order to

exempt a person~~al ••i~~liability. The fa lacy of the definition of

adbuction can be seen from the faet that up to around the year 1942 15, Ma~x

many Kikuyu young men would be considered as having committed the offence of

abduction even though that was their accepted way of procurfing a bride.

Perhaps the most controversial offence in the whole of chapter XV of the

Penal Code in terms of definition is incest. Incest is defined in s.166 (i)

and s.167. Section 166 (i) reads as follows:
c.••.v •..•."'1

"Any male person who has C!.c.\rl\alknowledge of NXS a female

person who is to his knowledge his granddaughter, daughtel

sister or mother is ~uilty of a felonsy and is liable to

imprisonment for five years".

Consent is immaterial under s.166 (2) for the purposes of this offence.

Section 167 reads: "Any female person of or above the age of sixteen years

who with her consent permits her grandfather, father,

brother or son to have carnal knowledge of her (knowing

him to be her grandfather, father, brother or son, as the

case may be) is Quilty of a felony and is liable to

imprisontment for five years".
These sections are complemented by s.168 which provides as follows:

In sections 166 and 167 of this Code, tlbrothertland tlsistel

respectively include half-brother
h

provisions of said sections shall
"

and half-sister, and the
eapply whAther the

relationship behreen the person charged "...•
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and the person with whom the offence is alleged to have been committed is or IS

not traced through lawful wedlock".

i"\

The offence of incest existed in definitionAtraditional Kikuyu society

and if committed would be regarded with extreme disgust and consternation.

It was perhaps one of the very few offences whose "thahu" wa s r-egarded w i th

extreme fear. In practice, however, it never happened. Parents and their
-(,

children, or even close relatives, were not allowed any type of sexual familia}y

between them, i.e they could not do or say anything that smirked of vulba~ity

or sexuality in each other's presence, particularly when they were of opposite

sexes. A young man learnt to keep away from his mother's house and his sister's
16adventure path • While ostracism, ridicule and curses were rarely invoked

contemporaneously in punishment of the same offence, incest was a grave enough

offence to warrant all three. Though none of the people interviewed by the

writer could xemkRX remember hearing of any incest case, ±hey were nevertheless

al~agreed that an offender would almost certainly be ostracised by the whole

£Gmmxi±i~x community and in addition might be put to death by his clan, though

the latter only indicates the extreme revulsion with which an incest~ous affair

would be regarded. Since the offence apparently w was never committed, NSRxex,

however, application of these sanctions was only a matter of conject~~e ~nd

cannot be taken as an established rule.

The principle behind proscribing incestuous behaviour is common to all

communities in the world, namely to "minise the danger of the children
I:

inhenting certain congen~al weakness or diseases from their parents, and in

addition to prevent the birth of unhealthy children. In other words the basis
C-

of the offence is eesentially biologial in nature.
/I

It is therefore all the
ftv."...4'-:J -ItJa..V't",;o~ eo~ ••.-·!~ ,

seen to differ",Among themore surprising when the test of relationship is

Englishmen the test is ridiculously narrow while among most African Communities

the test is ext reme ly \vide. The Penal Code adopts the English test of

relationship (s.168) and is therefore very restricted . Thus there is apparentl;

nothing wrong with a man having carnal knowledge of his grandmother, or a woman

l'ermitting her grandson to have carnal know l.e dg e of her. Improbable as it· .....
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may seem, it is not a physical impossibility for a young man of sixteen to
~~e

It is an offence for a man to carnal knowledgeAhave a grandmother of fifty.

of his granddaughter, but it is no offence for him to have carnal knowledge

of his grandmother. There can be no justification for such a gap in the

criminal law unless it is said to be that conception in the former case is

probable while in the latter it is not likely. Yet there is that slight

possibility of its occuring even in the latter case; and if the aim is to

prevent genetic complications in the children, one wonders why sexual

intercourse betwee~ a woman and her grandson is not proscribed by the criminal

law.

The test of relationship for purposes of incest in the African context

is very wide. Unlike in English law, incestuous intercourse is defined to

include any intercourse between relatives of all grades. A man cannot ,

unlike in English law, marry his cousin however remote the relationship is.

English law permits, or at least does not punish intercourse between a man

and his aunt or niece, or between a woman akk and her uncle or nephew.

African customary law forbids not only these categories of connection, but

als~. any type of connection when a slight blood relationship can be traced

between the parties. Indeed, in many African societies, a man could not

marry within his own clan. Even these days when tribal lite is breaking

down, it would be most N~ unusual if a man married a distant relative. If the

Penal Code is meant to serve and promote the interests of the majority, why

is an ~nglish *2 peculiarity a lowed to remain in the statute so ong after

the legis ative power has vested in the indibenous Africans? It is submitted

that this is one area of the aw which needs to be ooked into. The lWl

cannot be expected to be valid only because the m'nority's (in this case

the European's) view is the one put down as the law. As i is now, the

traditional law of incest is adhered to only keeasN2 ecause the Africans

have the good sense to choose to do so.

In addition to the discrepancies between customary morality and statutory
v
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morality, there are other absurd aspects of the Penal Code which cannot

go undetected. It will be remembered that one of the main features of

morality offences under the Co e is their emphasis on the protection of

women or, more correctly, the protection of the sanctity of 98xual intercourse.

In fact all the morality offences revolve around this central issue of "carnal
ok~ledge". xi It so happens that the main beneficianes under Chapter XV

of the Code are the females. Thus rape is unlawful carnal knowled e of a

woman or girl against her consent. This consent can be vitiated if it is

obtained by force or by means of threats or by fear of bodily harm, or

mis¢representations as to the nature of the act or by personating her husband.
'I~

While itAunlikely that a man can be forcibly know carnally, it is not a too

far-fetched idea to say that he can be forced to carnally know a woman by

means of threats, or fear of bodily harm. Such forced carna~ knowledge is

however not an offence under chapter ~ XV of the Code unless the an or boy is
wt..i",1."

under the age of fourteen years. The reason for such an ommission, nust EX
"have been intentional, is hard to come by. Ferhaps the I:nglish woman of the

Victorian era (in which English law of morality has its roots) could not bring

themselves to "rape" a man. It is submitted that such behaviour is by no

means impossible in this age. As matters stand now, the only offence which
"

"
can be regarded as the counterpart of rape is indecent assault of boys under

ourteen ears of age under s.164. Yet the fal acy of this section is appare-

nt since it limits its application to assaults 0_ boys under fourteen ears

of age. Cbe can hardly be expected to see why a boy of fifteen years cannot
o~

be indecently assaulted as much as can a bOYAunder fourteen years of age or,

for that matter, a man of any age, ~lhat is so magical about the age pf

fourteen years?

The ridiculousness of limiting age at a certain figure pervades the

whole of chapter XV of the Codel A householder or accupier who permits the
17defilement of girls under thirteen years of age is quilty of a felony

while if the girl is more than thirteen years but under sixteen years of
c I~

age, the offenpe is a misdemeanor ~.
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One might wonder why, if carnal knowledge of a girl under the age of

fourteen years is a felony, permission by a householder for such a felony to

be committed on his premisses should not be equally felonious. Why the

difference in punishment since the same ~ixi offence is being committed

whether the girl is under thirteen or f~HX± between thirteen and fourteen

years of age? Moreover, it is an accepted principle ~ of law that where a

technical term is used, such term will be given its strict technical meaning;

a term bearing a technical legal meaning i$ to be given its technical legal

meaning. If that be so, the term "defilement" must be seen to be ano.malous in

s.150. Defilement must presumably be given the meaning attaching to it in

s.145 since it is a word bearing a technical legal meaning. It is used in

the margin in s. 150, and it is a principle of law that marginal notes must

be used to constru4 sections adjacent to them 19. Defilement is only

committed on a girl under the age of fourteen years according to s. 145. If

that premise is accepted, the necessity of s. 150 comes into question. A

householder can be said to permit the defilement of a girl under the age pf

fourteen, but not over that age. Section 150 therefore becomes almost

entirely superfluous except to the extent that it covers defilement of a

girl under the age of fourteen years.

~.Offences related to prostitution present a s±i situation which leaves

much to be desired. Prostitution as such is not punished by the law, yet

offences which can be traced directly to prostitution are punishable. A man
IIor woman "who knowingly lives wholly or in part on the earning of prostitution

. .It f . d 20 S·· 1 1 h1S qU1 Y 0 a mlS emeanor • lml ar y any person w 0 procures or attempts

to procure any woman or girl to become a comm n prostitute, or to become an

immate of or frequent a brothel for the purpose of prostitution, is quilty

of a misdemeanor21• An a male person who in any public place persistently

so icits or im ortunes for immora purposes is simi irly quilty of a misdeme-
22anor It is c ear from the sections dealing with prostitution that

prostitution itself is not punished, while acts tending to further it are

punished. One would then wonder why prostitution itself, the root cause of
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the other offences, is not itself punished. In the same 'ray one would

wonder why a man is quilty of the offence of soliciting in public for
-w\tt,;.... _

immoral purposes ~ chapter XV wh i.Le a common prostitute is not quil ty

of the same offence. (~hen the prostitute solocits, she is said to be idle

and disorderly 000 s.182 ~f) , chapter XVI). The question attains even

greater significante when one remembers that in urban areas throushout

Kenya it is the prostitutes rather than the men who hang around the bars and

nigh~ots, sometimes accosting prospective customers, and offering their

wares in the open market.

Biga is committed by any person~who, having a husband or wife living,

goes through a ceremony of marriage which is void by reason of its taking
r'27,

place during the life of such husband or wife. / It is necessary to repeat

at this point Lord Devlin's statement that the English law of morality derives

its validity or authority from Christian teachings. According to the

Christian interpretation of the Bible, a man is permitted to have o.,l~ one

wife, an. a woman is of course only permitted to have one husband at a time,

It has E never been shown that that rule ever was part of African customary

lad. OnR the n!aum:tx contrary, poLy gamy in African societies was the

accepted and established practice. ?urt ermore, especially among the Kikuyu,

it never seemed to matter what tyre of marriage the firct or subsequent ones

were. A man coul marry by per¥orming a I the rites of a traditional Ki~uyu

marriage, then in.erit his second wife from his deceased elder brother, and

perhaps capture a third wife as a prisoner-of-war during a raid on Masai

t{ritory. All the three marriages would be valid by the laws of Kikuyu

society. When the ~opeans came on the scene, they found it impossible to

introduce their own brand of marriage law which would work in harmony with
L

the frican law. The coloniolists could not ant'aw all the marriages b

"native!;!"which came after the first marriage so as to make the "native"

liable to be prosecuted for biga y. Instead, they introduced laws which

were calculated to insulate their system of marriages from the "uncivilised

native marriages". They introduced the African Christian Marriage and
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D~vorce Act 24, the Mohammedan Marriage and Dtvorce Act25 (Which were of

course at that time termed ordinances Tnder their provisions a native

who had contracted a marriage under the Mohammedan Marriage and Dtvorce Act

or "native law and custom" could not undergo a second marriage under either

the Marriage Act 26 or under the African Christian Marriage and D'vorce Act,

except ~eH perhaps with the same party in order to convert the Marriage to

a native Christian marriage.27 The imrortant point to note is that any

person who goes through a ceremony of marriage under either Act is incapable,

during the subsistence of that marriage, of contracting a second valid marriage

and if he attempts to 40 so he will be guilty of the felony of biga

This law is still in force in a country where the basic belief used to be in
~polyg~ and k where monogaMY was, and still is, a choice rather than an

obligation. The law of biga~ was developed in En land by Englishmen in

accordance with their understanding of the Bible. ~ust the criminal law be

used to enforce the supposed teachings of the Bible?28
The deficiency of the Penal Code in a country like Xenya will also be

apparent from the fact that there are many offences under customary law

which it does not cover. Even when we limit ourselves to looking at Chapter

AY , these deficiency will still be there. The uttering of obscene words is

and 'was a serious ~fence under customary law, especiqlly when directed to a

person who was not of the same age as the offender. A person who uttered

such obscene words (with the
b.u"'-~ RxeR~t exfempt from lia

exception of very YRX old men wpo seem to have
w"\s t.:<li.lL. ~1> t<-" ""> ~ •.•.;/i.. c- •.•ltf '\s~IAI"

il'ty '~to pay to the e ers one ram; if the

wor s ~ere irected to an elder who was a so the offende~fa.her, ~randfather,
1.l",e-it.1 ~••

orA such other close relative, the offended e der was entitled to fix his o~n

penalty, which normally did not exceed one ram. It would be wron' to say that

the Penal Code exactly covers this offence, i.e. the customary offence of
29uttering obscene words The Penal Code covers the offence of publicly

1/3cconducting oneself "in a manner ii:Rki~ likely to cause a breach of the peace
~. Cotran correctly records that under customary law the abuse need not

have been in public 31 In any case it is not hard for one to imagine a
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abuse would not be likely to cause a breach of peace. It is even more

A

doubtful whether obseene abuse is covered by s.182 (e) as the doing of

an indecent act. Uncommercialised extra-marital sexual intercourse is not

punished under the written law (neither is commercialised sex unless it

involves being idle and disorderly), but under customary law this was gross

misconduct which attracteD the informal sanctions which will be more fully

discussed in the next chapter. Mastarbation, also unpunished by the written

law, was
n

of course frowed upon when practised by an adult9 more so when a.A

girl did it 32• One can go on multiplying the various offenceswoman or

which are not covered by the written law, including entering one's mother's

bedroom 33, holding an old woman improperly 34, flirting with young women in

the presence of old people, and many others8 The list is virtually endless.

From the foregoing discussion it will have become clear that many of
~f;;

the Penal Code morality offences are not onlYAin accordance with customary

morality, but are also full of gaps which do not accord with the conditions

obtaining in the Kenya of the present. Indeed most of these offences trace

their origin to christian teachings which are subject to different

interpretations throughout the world8 The interpretation that gives birth

to the law that is enforced in Kenya is English and is more suitable to

English culture and values. James Read has said. that the "basic legal

system of East African nations may fairly be described as a colonial

inheritance. The foundation of the general law are to be found in the rules

of English law received and developed here during the colonial period "35,
and again, "In short, the criminal laws were evolved during the colonial

period and are based upon the cultural patterns, moral codes and behavioral
"36patterns of a distant European nation • It is hard to quarrel with such

an accurate assessment of the law of Kenya, whether civil or criminal*



CHAPTER FOUR

ENFORC»1ENT

It is not enough for a society to have norms to regulate the behaviour
of its members and their relations with each other if there is no machinery
for the enforcement of such normso In every society there are therefore agencieE
created or existing for the enforcement of its normative codes,. This applies
equally to complex and simple societies, to modern and traditional societies.
The enforcement of morals and moral codes is a controversial topic and has
attracted the attention of many jurists and philosophens. In this chapter it
is proposed to examine the various ways in which the moralcodes were enforced
,~ -\VacL:-h'o--~l ~oc.,;e..~ ~ 'tve... ~~..a.-ed

in the new and somewhat complex and urbanised communities of Kenya. Breaches
of the law existed and continue to exist for various reasonS4 An understanding
of the way observance of moral codes was ensured in traditional society is n
necessary to the extent that it might shed light on the increasing breachee ,
of the law of morality occuring in Kenya today~ The written law obviously does
not include among its sanctions all the sanctions that existed in traditional
society, some of which were indeed more effective thq~the threat of imprisonment •.Traditional society is d.sintegrating fast along with its sanctions and this
might explain the reason for the increased "immorality" in todayts society~ In
this chapter, too, an' attempt will be made to expose some of the factors which

Jmilitate against both the continued adherence to traditional ~rms and the
administration of justice in the field of moralityo The order chosen is to
deal with traditional society first, and the modern society second before atte~
mpting an explanation of the various factors which minder the administration
of justice.

Tradi~ional African Society:

Most writers are agreed that norms existed in traditional African societies;
what they are not agreed upon is what to call the normso Early writers call it
natiYe custom or tribal custom, others call it native law and custom, and later
writ s call it customary Lawo Malinowski calls it savage customl and Hartland
calls it primitive law 20 For the purposes of this paper, the writer has chosen
to call it African customary law, not because it signifies anything different
from earlier expressionst but because it has become fashionable to call it so.
There is also considerable agreement upon the existence of enforcement machinery
in traditional society~ but there is plenty of difference of opinion on what
form the machinery took or how it worked, so that some writers stre.s one
sanction as the major device for ensuring observance of the law~ Hartland
stresses jupernatural phenomena, Lowie3 stresses the mnction populary knovm as
ostracism and Nkambo Mugerwa4 talks of self-he1p~
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At any rate, there existed the machinery for the enforcement of moeal
andother codes, though this machinery was not always evident to the casual
ob ser-ver-; The question is; what made Nalinowskiis'" "savage" and other writers'
"native" obey his societysA' code of behaviour'?

Apart from the specific sanctions available in that society~ some writers
have maintained, there is a mysterious prope~sity in the traditional African
to obey the tribal norms,,::::Dribergwrote in 1934 as follows; ''Primarily the law
is obeyed, just because it is acceptedo Its acceptance and its position as a

an integral part of the social organfisation are its own sanctiono It is 0

obeyed. because only by obedience to the law will society function, and At
is in everybody1s interest to subscribe to its regulationB"~ Driberg'stat~~
ment is by and large incontrovertible~ Law is obviously obeyed either

V\ •because it is accepted as sound or because of the fear of the sact10ns which
"back the 1aw4 In the traditional African contextt the law was obeyed primarily

because it was accepted by the people and because it formed part of the 1iving
organism of societYJ and secondly, it was obeyed because disobedience would
attract the full weight of the law and the sanctions attendant thereupono
Malinowski was ready to accept the second reason for obeying the lawt but
with regard to the first he said:6

"Accustomed as we are to look for a definite machinery of enact •••
mentJ administration and enforcement of law, we cast round for
something analogous in a savage community and, failing to :!find
there any simila.r arrangements, we conclude that all law is
oheyed by thismysterious propensity of the ~vage to obey it".

I::
It c~nnot be contested that the nm~sterious propensity" of the tradtjonal
African to obey the law played an important part~ The law was an institution
he accepted and the propensity was to obey rather than to disobey it. Yet
it was not the only reasons why law was obeyed~ In every society there e
are deviants; they disobey the law for many reasonso The I-tajority who obey
the law do. so e~ther because they accept it or because they do not want
"to get into trouhle"q The "trouble" in traditional society used to be very
great indeed, including ostracism "thahu" and supernatural sanction"l It

) I

cannot therefore be said that the "propensity" school of thought and the
sanctions school are irreconcilable; they only lay stress on different
phenomena and are in fact two sides of the same coino

And now to turn to more specific considerations, there were certain s
s~~tions which worked to ensure that the law was observed, and here we are
concerned with the law of morality rather than the general law even though
the same sanctions were available for other branches of the law. In
traditional society, mainly because of the type of the social organisation.
morality offences were committed either against a woman or with the woman
as _ an accomplice (e.g~ adultery). but not against the man.
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Where the victim woman was unmarried (in other words if she was still

a young unmarried girl)~ the usual practice was for her to report the offence

to her mother, as a girl would not normally be expected to talk to her father

anything that smir~d of sex. Her mother would then go to the head of the

household (the father and report the incident; where the father was deceased

his brother would step in his shoes and acto The father of the girl (or her

pat~rnal uncle, whoever was present) would consult the elders of his clan on

what to doo The elders would take the affair up to the adjudication level

if they thought the case was worth the bother (and it usually was). Very briefl:

there was no standing council of elders which always decided the cases; the

council was not a permanent tribunal like the English court set up for the

sole purpose of deciding cases. It was an.;t, hoc tribunal composed of which-

ever elders decided to hear the case; and in this connection it should be n

noted that contrary to what European writers and some African writers maintain,

an, elder who happened to be present at the hearing of a case was entifled as

a matter of right to speak and to help in coming to a decision in any case ~

with the qualification of course that the case was within the normal jurisdi-

ction of the grade of elders to which he belonged and he was not otherwise

disq:\.1alifiedby reason of insanity or being a witch. The elders would normally

hear the case alfor the complainant and the ea ae for the "defendanttt in

open court and in the presence of anyone who chose to attend the hearing,

including children and young men and women who were however not entitled to

speak except as witnesses. The elders would then reach a decision~ normally

that the defendant was liable, and award whatever penalty was appropriate in

the circumstances of the caseo A certain amount of compensation was awarded

in the form of goats or sheep (and rarely in the form of cows)~ with of course

the mandatory ewe for the cleansing ceremony mentioned earlier in this paper.

The elders would also normally demand one or two rams (flNgoimaft) which they

would slaughter and eat as B. groupo
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As soon as was convenient the girl or woman would go to a medicine-man

n(Mundu Mugo)tI who, on peceiving the ewe, would perform the ceremony for

cleansing the woman of her uncleanness (tlthahull). The "fine" exacted on the

offender was normally paid very soon after judgemento Where the offender .as

unable to pay~ the members of his clan would join together in what has come

to be called the spirit of coll~tive responsibility and between themsel#es

raise the amount neededo This does not however mean that the offender can

repeat the offence with impunity~ Normally if he commiteed a second offence

whereby the members of his clan were called upon to contribute to another

fine, his property would be sold to raise the fine: offenders' lands were

sold in this way! In addition to the fines and compensation, the offender

ran the risk of the other sanctions being invoked against him. including a

possible beating~up by his own age-mateso

There were many other sanctions, some of which have already been discussed

in connection with the features of morality offences under customary la.#

Perhaps the most common of these was ridicule. The offender would become

the laughing"stock of practically everybody in the community. Son~swould

be composed and sang by the young people and words or short phrases would

be re'cited, all with the result of extreme discomfiture of the offendero Lowie

has written7:
"Generally speaking, the unwritten laws of customary usages are

obeyed fQr more willinglly than tEnglis~ written codes. or rather

they are obeyed Ipofttanooully. ~O bloome the laughing-stock of his

daily associates for minor misdemeanors and to be completely ostra-
Icised for graver offences are ter~ble punishments for the native,

and they have a deterrent force which the affliction of penalties

in our sense is often ~ite devoid".
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Ridicule was perhaps by far the commonest of the informal sanctions which

were applicable to offenders. It was used by nearly everyone. The age-mates

of the offender, his juniors in age and women would sing about himo Mother

would tell their children to behave and not be like so-and-soo

Ridicule was perhaps even more feared than the proppect of being told to pay

compensation"

Another sanction which has already been mentioned was ostracism. Ostra-
WI>J (S~ ~ ~ pe,) I pe>.Nfi•••.' ~ c--..plt..li. 0 s h,a,C-A-'s •.••••

cismA)fA~offendert be he a witch, rapist or thief, could be ostracised by

the whole community. He was solemmly declared a social outcast and thence-

forth he would not be allowed to mix with other people. He was barred from

all public ~nctions and could not take part in any of the community functionl

It was not open to him to partake of any of the feasts organised in the commu·

nity or to attend public prayers for rain, prosperity. peace or any of the

other things which the community sought to pray for. The offender could

not take part in communal work and had to till his land on his own, build

his own house and generally perform his work entirely on his own or with
seJt e

his own family. He could not go to market since nobody would be willing tOA

~ him or buy from him. Neither his age-mates nor ,anybody else would talk or

eat with him. In short he was a complete social outcast. Such an extreme

sanction was reserved for really grave offences like malicious use of witch~

craft, habitual theft (if the offender was not killed earlier), defilement
8of holy ground, incest and habitual rape ~

A morl common type of ostracism was the one which may for the sake of

convenience be termed partial ostracism. This was not a solemn casting out

by the whole community. It was normally a decision taken by the offender's

age-mateso If he was a young unmarried man, no girl would dance with him

at the many dances organised by the young people, and nobody could frater~ise

with himo An elder who had been ostracised by his fellow-elders could not takE

part in their councils and he could not be invited to a feast by the other

elderso
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Nevertheless other people were free to talk to him and to work and eat with

him if they so chosel The partial ostracism was however almost as effective as

tatal ostracism. Once other people had heard that the offender had been

ostracised by his age~mates9 the tendency was to keep away from himo Though he

was not a complete outcast1 the offender was regarded by other people as a

strangexperson who was not acceptable to his own colleagues. How could he

therefore be heard to say that there was nothing wrong with him? In short9

partial ostracism worked in practice very much like total ostracism. Nonethe-

less, the later was more feared than the formed because it carried a
heavier social stigma. In this connection* Sidney Hartland has said that

"the alienation of the sympathy of one's fellows generated an atmosphere

of terror which is quite sufficient to prevent a breach of tribal customs".9
ve-tAl)",+i~", "

!fhe threat of re:la:U..:on was also responsible for the prevention of breaches

of the law. A person who was minded to commit an offence had to take into a

account the ris~ of possible retaliation from the other party or from the inju~

red clan. When a person was murdered by a person from a different locality,

unless the elders intervened there was likely t,obe a feUd, the deceased's

fellows trying to kill a man from the murdererts household or clan to avenge

their deceased friend. Similarly, young men were likely to avenge the rape

of one" of the girls of their clan or company, the revenge taking the form

of a severe beating-up, if not actual killing, of the rapist.. An .dulterer,

much like at present) ran the risk of sudden death at the hands of the injured

husband. This is the process which many writers call self-help4 It has been

said that because "the settlement procedure is uncertain., absent or Lgnor ed,

these societies resort to physical violence with the result tha.t they are

in a constant state of war with their neighbours and even between the

sub-groups within, the same main groupll.10 While the statement may be true of

Ugandan societies, it is not wholly true of many of Kenyan pre •...colonial

societies, particularly the Ki:auyu"
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uIt is true that feJXis existed, but to sJ.y that the societies were "in a constant
state of war with their neighbours and even between the sub-groups •••••••• ".

1$
because "the settlement procedure was uncertain, absent or ILgnored"J:it is submi

tted, an exaggeration. Perhaps Gullitver had such writers in mind when he

wrote:
"But in any case, not all peoples who have no adjudicators or arbitra-

tors necessarily practise an institutionalistd. resort to force and
u

f&td in the event of dispute; nor, no doubt, are all disputes treated

by fe~ding even in those societies where that is practised~ for such

disruption can scarcely be allowed within fairly small face-to-face
11local groups."

Similarly, C.M.H. White wrote:

"In all these societies bodies of rules existed to define the appro-

priate reciprocal behaviour of individuals, and mechanics existed to

maintain the social order~ The ~cepha10Us or stateless societie~

might vary greatly between constituted authority and various forms

of self-help. with religious and supernatural sanctionst and processes

of reconciliation playing their parts~ Th~s the social order was main-

tained, and there is little need to regect the existence of law in such

societies merely because the western Austinian or neo-Austinian criteria
12of Law fail to applYq"

In other words, there were other sanctions besides the use of force and, it 5

is submd.t ted. these were more effective in checking criminal tendencies than

the use of naked force.

Retaliation was not restricted to the use of force. It also took the

form of witchcraft~ A ~ood many Africans would think twice before assaulting

a woman from a di~ferent clan -for 'fea~,t.hat'-theywould be bewitched by members
o.f the agrieved cLan, Th-e import'ance of witchcraft in the prevention of
offences against morality and ~gainJtproper.ty cannot be be over-emphasized.
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Witchcraft was one of the very few most feared phenomena in any traditional

African society. Indeed fear of witchcraft has not completely died down yet.

It is well known that many African societies~ particularly the luo and

coastal tribes. still live in mortal fear of being bewitched.

African re1igionst like nearly all religions on earth, are based on

supermatural phemoaena. Among the Kikuyu the clan consisted of both the

living membees and those members who were already dead, namely the ancestors.

Prayers were offered to both the Almighty God of Africans (who was very much

like the 6hristian~ God)the fatherl3)

as well as to the ancestors and ancestral spirits. The belief was that any

conduct, be it theft, murder, or any of the other ~roscribed offences~ which

worked to destroy the community and cohesion of the clan or tribe was

frowned upon by both God and the ancestors. When either of these beings

was annoyed. the Yengeance was phenomenal. God struck down offenders by the
nuse of lighting and thundero He could also visit upon an erring community
1\

untold misfortunes like famine and epidemics. Offended ancestors would cause

such lesser misfortunes as a death in the family of the culprit or incurabme

sickness to the culprit himself. The wrath of the ancestors could cause skin

and other diseases in a particular household, and it could also bring barrenne

and impotence to the culpritts household. The wrath of the ancestors could

be brought about by the uncleanness mentioned earlier in this paper and

that was mainly the reason for the mandatory cleansing of anyone who had been

involved in an unclean offence (an offence inviting ttthahutt)and the'mamdatorJ

payment of one ewe by a sexual offender. Obviously very few people would

contemplate committing offences which attracted the wrath" of supernatural

agencies.

Another potent deterrent to crime in customary society was the use or

the threat to use a curse. The cursing was normally an affair within the

kinship system. In the ordinary course of things, 9.:':ourse;,·waseffective only
nwhen pro~ounced on a person by his close relatives, normally parents.
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However, it would be almost equally effective if an outsider pronounced it
14 a~oin connection with his own property 0 Instances lao$ occur when certain

~~individuals who are reno~ed for the plotency of their curse even when they

are alive are invited to curse unknown offenderso There is a lot of mystery

surrounding the curse and a lot of riddles still remain unsolved as ~o the
~operation of the curse, but very few Africans who have been bought up ~A

the rural areas doubt its efficacy. There are still many calamities which

old men will readily point out as the result of a curseo Leprosy, insanity,

impoeence and various incurable diseases were all directly attributable to a

curseo It works very mush like the other supernatural agencies and is likely

to cause the same calamities as would be caused by the offended ancestral

spiritso The importance of the curse as a deterrent to the commission

of crime in traditional African society cannot be exagferated. A persistent

rapist stood in danger o~ being cursed by both his relatives (who would of

coursebe liable to pay the compensation if the offender defaulted) and

his parents. The same case applies to the other serious breaches of

customarylaw, be it disobedience to parents or elders, theft or illicit

sezual intercourseJ The only limitation of the effic~cy of a curse is h

that normally (but not invariably) it was effective only when the curser

was dead, otherwise its gravity was unabated. Jome Kenyatta had this

to say of the curse:

"Among other things, natural or supernatural, the curse of a dying

father or mother is the most dreadful thing that can befall a son

or daughter •••••••••• This is the worst form of sin or uncleanness

and is the only one from which deliverance cannot be gained by pu-

rification. It is even transmitted to a mants children"o15

These .then were the main sanctions which militated against the commission

of crime, moral or otherwise, in traditional society. There is a lot of

truth in the assertion that these were more effective as deterrents than

the modern penal systems can ever hope to be.
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Enformement of laws in modern African countries is not half as formal

as it used to be in traditional societies. Though some of the informal

sanctions are still applicable, they do not operate within the law itself

and have not been enforced in any courts of lawo In speaking of informal

sanctions we have in mind those traditional sanctions whichhave been dis-

cussed in connection with enforcement of morals in traditional society.

Here we are concerned with the enforcement of the laws of morality in

courts of law.

As may have already been gathered from other parts of this paper, most

offences against morality are committed against female persons, excluding

of course, such offences as indecent assault of boys below the age of four-

teen years16, incest and bigamy as well as unnatral offences. Normally
j..e..r

therefore the victim, in this case the woman, makes ~report to the police

who record her complaint. After doing their own investigations, the police

decide whether or not they are going to arrest the alleged offender. If

they decide to prosecute him, the police gather all the evidence they can

lay their hands on and take the matter to a supposedly impartial and un-

biased court of law. It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into any

detail of the complicated procedural rules which have to be satisfied

before the matter can be brought within the jurisdiction of the court,

and the ~ven more complicated rules surrounding the trial of the accuseto

It will be sufficient for the purposes of this paper to say that the

alleged offender is arrested, charged with the alleged offence and cautionedl

As soon as possiblelB he is brought before a court with criminal jurisdiction
where the prosecution adduces all the evidence which it deems relevant to

ensure the conviction of the accused. It should be pointed out that for some

offences, as for instance incest by both males and females19, a person may

not be prosecuted without the written consent of the Attorney-General.

In theory at least, the consent of the Attorney-General is necessary

because of the complexity of the legal problems surrounding the offence and

to minimise the risk of embarassment both on the part of the accused and on
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the part of the prosecution if it is decided that no offence has &een committed.

Furthermore, one can easily conceive a situation where the politicAl climate of

the country is not conducive to prosecution of such offences, especially when

there is the risk of making the accused look like a political martyt,if he is

a vehement opponemt of the governmento The trial of the accused is, as a

general rule, held in open court and his guilt or innocence is established by

the court on t~ available evidenceo If guilty, the accused"is convicted and

awarded punishment according to the discretion of the court and the provisions

of the law creating the offence~ The punishment which the convicted person may

undergo for a morality offence vary both in their nature and in their severity

and to the jurisdiction of the court. A term of imprisonment is comm0lnly

awarded to the accused, which term may vary in different cases from a nominal

term of imprisonment for one day or one week to imprisonment for seven years,

the maximum being cynically fixed by implication at life imprisonmento For the

graver offences like rape, defilement and having carnal knowle~ge of an idiot

or an imbecile, the ~prisonment will be coupled with hard labour; and for many
w

of the offences corporal punishment will also be throWn in.

Not all reported offences are prosecuted. Neither are all the offences co"

mmitted reported~ Some cases are dropped at the time of investigation by the

police~ others at the time of tria10 It cannot be doubted that the police force

is terribly overworked, having to deal with thieves and robbers, traffic offenders,

vagrants and vagabonds and drunkardso They may find themselves without enough
~

time to do any~ng like a full investigation of the alleged offence, so they

take up the more promising cases and shelve the resto The police are also noto-

rious for their manifest disinterest in offences reported to them, particularly

when the victim of the offence does not look inf1uentia1o The police are bored

with their work and the less they handle the better they fee10 They will, as

the writer has on mumerous occasions w'tnessed, advise the victim~ that the case

will not stand up in court and to go and settle the whole affair at home with
20the elders ,who of course have no' criminal jurisdiction. Such cases are rape

and defilement, though, the police dare not ignore for they might get into

trouble with their superiotrs when the matter read~es the appropriate leve10 Even

worse than their disinterest, the police are notorious for their anxiety about
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appearing in a court of law as witnesses. As any casual~bserver may notice,
a police constable lives in mortal fear of being cross~examined by an advGcatel

for then they are likely to confuse their evidence, or even to make contradic-

tory statements. The inability to win a case will of course reflect on a

policeman's competence in the eyes of his superior. and he may not get the

promotion he thinks he so well deserves for his enthusiasmo A policeman will

therefore wish to ignore a reported offence if he tninks that there is a real

possibility of the evidence not being suffici&nt or competent in courto For

all these reasons an offence which has been committee may not reach a court

of law even though it has been reported to the policeo It is only fair, how"

ever, to add that some of the investigations are dropped because no genuine

offence has been committed, as the annual police reports will show.

Unreported Offences:
21Many offences are of course not even reported to the police ~ In this

connection the writer had occasion to interview thirty~one men of the ages

of e~ghteen to twenty-nine years who had committed either rape or defilement,

or both22, and twenty-three women who had been either raped or defiled or both.

Of the men only nine of them were prosecuted, six of whom. were convicted " and

imprisoned, the cases against the other three being dismissedo Of the rem~lnin

twenty-two offenders, only four had been reported to the police, who on their

own decided to drop the investigations, the other eighteen totally escaping

justiceo Of the twenty-three wome.,eleven women had both been raped and defile

the other twelve had only been rapedo Out of these offences only two were

reported, both of which were rape cases; defilement was not reported. Of

those two rape cases, only one was successfully prosecuted, the offender,

because he was a young schoolboy, being released and put on probation for

eighteen monthso It is obvious, therefore, that a Tery large proportion

of morality offences are not reported, and of those reported only some are

prosecuted, with an even smaller number being successfully prosecuted. PrOM

secutions fail because the police-have not done their homework, but what

about the unreported offences? Why are such offences not reported?

There are Tarious reasons for women not reporting offences committee against
them.
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It is of interest to note that many of the reasons given below .e at one

time or another mentioned by the victims of morality offences, and even by

offenders, in the course. of the interview carried out by the writer4 While

there may have been other more personal reasons, the following may be said

to be the major reasons applicable to nearly all of the unreported offenceso

An attempt will be made as far as possible to arrange them in order of the

importance attached to them by the various people whom the writer interviewed.

By far the most important reason and one which was mentioned by practically

everybody was the natural anxiety of women to avoid a scandal on their names ant

r,putations. It may be stated in pas.ing that the victims interviewed by

the writer were women who could read and write in the vernacular but could

nGt speak fluently any other language ap rt'from a much corrupted type of

Kiswahili. If such cases were brought to court, the complainants, as chief

prosecution witness, would have to speak in their mother tongue in the presence

of all manner of people, including old men and women, reciting all the sordid

details connected with the offence. However much the customary norms can be

said to have broken down, they have not done so to the extent that a woman

can easily and without discomfort utter what would be regarded as obscene

words in open court in the presence of people who are old enough to be her

parents. The prospect of having to undergo that ordeal is enough to deterl

most women from reporting morality offences of which they were the victims,

unless very serious bodily harm has been occasioned therebyo It is even more

of an ordeal to the woman when the trial is over, the result of the proceedings

notwithstandingo The fact that a woman in the rural areas has been raped,

for example, does not enhance her reputation or virtue. Sympathy will rarely

be felt for her. To the young people it is a matter for much amusement and

laughter, to the older people it is the occasLon for much cynical comment.

They will want to know what the woman was doing outside her parentsl house

at the time the offence was committed. Needless to say, all this causes

shame and much discomfort to the victim of a rape, the prospect of which is

enough to discourage her reporting the offence.
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The second commonest reason which was mentioned by twenty one victims

and practically all the offenders is fear. People who commit rape are regarded

as people of ruthless character who can do anything short of murdering a

person. A girl who has been raped or forcibly defiled will most often be

warned by the culprit ~ot to do or say anything about it under pain of the

possible reprisals that might accompany a disregard of the warningo The

threatened reprisals will be in connection with grievous bodily harm

inflicted on the girl either by the rapist or at the instigation of the rapist~

The girl therefore lives in mortal fear of the consequences of reporting the

offence and will consequently not be too anxious to draw the attention of

of the police to the fact that an offence has been committed. Indeed some

of the women interviewed claimed to have been lightly beaten up to make the

warning sink deepero

Indifference is another factor. This was mostly mentioned by the women

and is applicable to nearly all the offences against morality. In addition

to the foregoing two considerations, many of the victims manifested an

attitude that they really did not care,. for after all no serious harm was
inflicted. This is particularly true of rape-when the-degree -of physical.-

violence involved was minor. The same case applies to defilement and indecent

assault of females as defined in 5.144(3) of the Penal Code. Defilement is

normally committed with the consent of both parties and it would be very nard

indeed to find a girl who has been defiled with her consent going to the

police to report the offence. Such reports are made by the parents of the

girl, but only if they know that their daughter has been defiled. The

unlikeliness of the parents knowing of such an offence is obvious, since

in most cases the information can only be obtained from the parties, one of

whom does not want to incriminate himself, and the other does not have anI

reason to disclose the informationo Indecent assault also falls within

the general reasoning of this paragraph. Few women will bother about obscene

words or gestures even when they are directed at them; some may be outraged, eo.

some may not, but they find no reason why they should bother to travel up

to ten miles to the nearest police station to report such a frivolous offence.
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Homosexuality is in many ways similar todefilement in that it is cc

between consenting males and none of them is anxious to report tha'
c.c.vJe""t

commi tted the offence. A &aveat may be entered at this JUDoture·:

was not an offence known to many traditional African communities.

existed in some societies, notably along the coast due to the Arab

homosexuali ty was hardly ever committed in many societies, particu.

Kikuyu and Embuo These days the incidence of this offence has inc'

the urban areas as a result of the corruption of the local culture

caltureso23 In fact many of the morality offences are not reported

simple reason that people will just not report them; the police wi

do their own investigationso Thus abortion comes to the notice of

only when it fails and/or causes serious complications which have

to by a qualified doctoro A person who has committed defilement,

any of .the unnatural offences defined in s 162 of the Penal Code w

report the offence on his own initiativeo Just as the victims or

parties to the offences will not report the offences9 so also othe

will not bother, for after all the only he.rm that has been occasio.J

has fallen on the victim who has not bothered or is apparently ind

why should a stranger to the offence care to report and risk being

awkward questions both at the police station and in the law court?

The conditions obtaining in most areas of the country, and par

in the rural areas, are not conducive to the efficient administrat

justice. The communication systems are often very poor indeed, wi
e:

poor roads and fe. vehicles, and virtually no tlephones for many m
1\

e.
Man~ police posts, leave alone police stations, serve a radius of

sometimes tea miles. The reporting of an offence might involve tr

on foot for seven or ten miles, sometimes at odd times of the dayo
'"the offence is not serious, therefore, the people will choose to i

Even ~here the offence is more serious than ordinary assault, for

rape of an adult woman or indecent assault, or even the defilement

relatively big girl of say thirteen to fourteen years who looks fu
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the parents of the girl or the woman may choose to have the matter settled

out of court by the elders and the sub"chief; compensation is paid and the

offender is sternly warned not to repeat the offenceo This process is

helped along by the fact that ever since the days of the colonial police.,

the police have never cut a fine figure in the eyes of the ordinary people:

they are still looked on as the agents of the government and the agents

of terror and oppression. ~eop1e will avoid them as much as they can

without breaking the lawo They are always in fear of what the police will

do to them if their testimony is declared unreliable in court~ Finally,

some people do not even know that certain t~pes of behaviour are

un1awful~ as for instance uttering obscene words in the presence of a ~oman

or defilement of a reasonably big girl, or even, for that matter, abortion
or bigamyo24

~!4'J;:;"Sln (;r r..-.J~
U ..•I1:.itY



CHAPTER FIVE
THE LAW OF MORALITY AND SOCIETY

The conditions which governed the type of law that existed in
traditional societies have obviously changed. In this charter it
is rroposed to make an assessment of the law governing morality in
relation to the social environment existing in Kenya. An attempt will
also be made to assess the general moral climate in the country in
order to be able to make a sound assessment of the law. Some of the
defects o~ the statutory law of morality will be exposed and a remedy
suggested where possible. In the course of this chapter also some
of the inadequacies of customary law will be discussed and a comparative
assessment made of the traditional and modern systems of enforcing
morality.

It is convenient at this stage to remember that customary law was
restricted in its scope by the type of society that existed in the old
days. This is particularly true of offences against morality. Some
offences were simply not committed, and there was therefore no
opportunity for proscribing them. Such offences as bigamy, abortion and
soliciting in public for immoral purposes were virtually non-existent;
so were buggery and bestiality (at least in most societies), managing
or keeping a brothe~ and homosexuality, the last being committed obly in
a minority of the traditional societies. There is however no doubt that
in time these offences would have come to be prohibited by customary law,
Apart from this important limitation, it is fairly correct to say that
the customary law of morality was much wider in scope than its statutory

~counte r-par-t . With this point in mind we canl\go on to an assessment of
the moral climite obtaining in the country at the present time.

With the interaction of so many cultures in Kenya, there can be no
doubt that the moral standards of society have dropped very low. This
disintegration of standards is most apparent in urban areas where the
anonymity available and the apparent indifference of one's neighbours
give the individual the courage and freedom to act very much as he likes
without f~~r of sanctions other than the criminal process; the informal

~e-l,. ~ •.•

sanctions~might be employed in the city are less a shadow of the sanctiol
~hich existed in traditional societies. A youn; man ~1 make abscene
utterances in the presence of an old man or woman, or even direct such
utterances to the old man or woman. In this process of moral
disintegration the rural areas are lagging only a slight distance
behind the urban areas.
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Extra-marital sexual relations are the order of the day, and
prostitution in the modern sense has hit practically every corner of
the country. Adultery is very common in both rupal and urban areas;
in this connection it should be noted that on the strength of Cotran's
Report on customary criminal offences in Kenya, the commission on the
Law of Marriage and Divorce, 1967 recommended that adultery be made a
criminal offence in Kenya. 1 Rape has also become very common in Kenya
as in the rest of Africa.2 It is fairly obvious that morality
offences in the customary sense are multiplying daily, as a cursory
glance at a criminal court's diary with easily reveal. While
there ~ay be many and varied causes of the increase in these offences,
the b~kdown of customary society and its legal and ~oral codes

~
and systems contributes no small part to these crimes. This is one
important fact which should be ke~ in mind whenever law reform is
contemplated. It would simply notA~o recommend the wholesale
re-introduction of traditional norms and sanctions unless they can
be enfor~ed. The people might in any case hold the customary law i~
contempt, or they would simply find its definition of offences and
the punishments provided by it absurd, which is of course a refiliectior.
of the low moral standards prevailing in the community. The writer
recorded that out of fifty-eight men and women (that is, forty men
and eighteen women), only sixteen (i.e. about 20%) could think
of any sound reason for making prostitution a criminal offence;
two women and twenty-seven men thought abortion should be a criminal
offence", and none of the fifty-eight thought that promiscuity
should be a matter of concern for the law. In general, therefore,
people tend to ttink that the criminal law should not be used to
interfere unduly with personal relationships between individuals.
The obvious exceptis~which were cited by the people were incest, best-
iality, defilement and rape. All this obviously points to a lowering
of moral standards in the community.

Presumably the law should reflect the moral standards of the
society as far as possible. The question is, which moral standards
should be considered? The eternal difference in outlook between the
young and older generation complicates this auestion since a simple
solution to that question is bound to antagonise one of the two groups
As a rule the old people have a moral code which is much stricter
that the moral code of the young generation.
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Prostitution is viewed with a lot of disfavour by the old people,
while the younger people are more tolerant with it. The same case
applies to abortion, adultery and indecent assault of females. on
the other hand, the writer found that while the young people
invariably condemned bigamy (in this connection used in its technical
legal mea~ng), the old people invariably denounced the law creating
the offence; indeed many old people did not seen to know of the
existence of the offence of bigamy. Which then should be the
standard of the law?

Arguments can be raised in support of either standard. It is
true that moral standards are dete~orating, and that more morality
affences are being committed these days than in former days. Moreover,
the society tends to be indifferent to this increase in offences
and in fact appears to tolerate them. Is this any reason for
amending the law to legalise immorality? It may be argued that if
the abortion law is repealed this will be tantamount to express re-
cognition of a person's right to abortion. Similary a repeal of
S. 145 might cause an increase in defilement cases. Therefore, when
one law of morality is disallowed or repealed, it might be interpreted
to mean that the legislature no longer thinks that the act is an

~'

immoral act, much less an illegal act. It may however be pointed
out that this may not be the correct interpretation of such a repeal
since the fact that prostitution has not been made punishable as a
criminal offence does not make prostitutimn any the less immoral.
All that a repeal of the law would seem to mean is that the legislature
does not find it any longer necessary or expedient to punish a person
under that law.

The question at this point is: will the act which was considered
immoral fifty years ago be considered immoral in a hundred years'
time? There can be no simple answer to this question. Conversely,
can an act which has never been considered immoral become immoral
with the passage of time? Before any answer can be attempted to this
question, it is necessary to distinguish between the criminal law
and other norms. The criminal law is that branch of the law which,
by the use of formally institutionalised machinery, punishes a
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person because he has been found guilty of an offence which is
prohibited by that law. The puhishments which can be awarded are
fairly definite, as we have already seen.Social norms, on the other
hand, can be described as those rules which govern the relationships
between the members of a society or a community; these rules are
largely informal and have no formal legal backing. While the criminal
law is enforced by the courts, social norms are not; the latter rely
on informal social sanctions for their observance, the latter have
legal sanction. The criminal law does not profess to cover the whole
of the field covered by the n~rms which deal with morality. One will
thus f~nd that ~rtain conduct is disaproved by society while the
criminal law of that society does not prohibit it.; Promiscuity
is tolerated by society, but that does not mean that it is approved,
much less encouraged by society. It was punished by traditional
Kikuyu Law, and, in fact by many other traditional s~~ties (E.g. the
Luo), but it is not now an offence under the penal law. Even in these
days when moral standards in society have been lowered, it cannot
be said that promiscuity is approved. Informal sanctions are still
available against a promiscuous woman, though these sanctions do not
carry half as much weight as they carried in traditional societies.
A promiscuous woman is still the laughing-stock of the people, a wooan
to be held in contempt, a woman who is to be Vidiculed. Nicknames
are coined to refer to such women and much merriment is derived from
talking about them. Their names become tbe metaphors to describe
moral dissipation. Much as they may not be formally punished, t he
society still considers them deviants of a kind and will in various
ways. express its disapproval of the ir immorality.

Prostitution also falls into this category of offences. It
has been said by numerous writers that prostitution is one of the
oldest professions in the world, dating back many thousands of years.
People have learnt to live with it and very few countries indeed punis
prostitution as an offence. In Kenya the legislature punishes other
offences which are connected with rrosititution, yet it has avoided
outlawing prostitution itself. Soliciting in public for immoral
purposes, keeping or managing a brothel, procuration for the purroses
of prostitution and living on the imroral earnings of j.ro sttt ut t on are
all morality offences punishable by the criminal law, yet ~rostitution
itself is outside the ambit of that law.
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There may be various reasons for this: }:erhaps the administration
of a law ~rohibiting }:rostitution would be diffic'ut, or there may
be Ita realm of :rrivate morality and imrrorality which is in brief
and crude terms, not tree law's business~3 Whatever the reasons
are, prostitution is not punished, but not because the society
does not consider it immoral. Society merely tolerate5 it.
It may be even more correct to say that the law tolerates it since
there must be a very significant section of society which does not
tolerate it.

It may be argued that the moral judgment of society does not
change. "Ho r'a.L judgment" is here used in contradistinction with
moral standards. More people than rreviously are willing to
commit moral offences today without feeling terribly guilty about
it, although they know and in fact feel that there is something
basically wrong vIi th committing such offences. This is what the
writer means by saying~that moral standards have dropped. The
higher the moral standards in a community, the more reDrehensible
immorality will be. All immorality is reprehensible, but certain
imrroral acts are more rerrehensible than others. Conversely
a given morality offence IT~y'be less reprehensible today than it
was fifty years ago. For example, extra-marital sexual intercourse
was certainly more reprehensible in traditional Kikuyu society than
it is now. The same case applies to pregnancy outside of marriage.
Th~result is brought about by a drop in the moral standards. On
the ,other hand, tbough people indulge in etra-marital sexual

~relations, they will not display such behaviour in publie.
They recognise that the behaviour is immoral according to the
judgement of society. They still have that fundamental decency to
know that by the moral judgment of society there is something
grossly immoral in doing certain acts in public. This is what
is ITleantby moral judgment of societyo To the extent that people
engage in conduct which they know, is immoral, and yet for which
they do not feel unduly guilty, we can say t~leir moral standards
have dropped while their moral judgment has not. To illustrate
at the expense of repetition, in many traditional societies when
the moral standards were high, extra-marital sexual intercourse
was an offence which was not tol:~rated; when the moral standards
dropped, the behav.i.cue-was still frowned upon but it was _
tolerated. It is this fact of being frowned upon which we refer to
when we talk of moral judgment. The immoral act does not acquire
legitimacy when it is tolerated-,
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it remains as immoral as it was, but nobody is going to botber about
it. Lord Del1lin was "willing to assume that the moral judgements made
by a society always remain good for that society"1 The distinction
between moral -standards and moral judgments is a conceptual and subtle
one, but it is important for the purpose of explaining why morality
offences are committed while at the same time the offenders realise
that what they are doing is immoral.

Lord DeYlin goes on to state that\\the extent to which society
will tolerate - I mean tolerate, not approve - departures from moral
standards varies from generation to generation. It may be that
over-all toleraileeis always increasing"1 As we have seen the moral
standards of the older generation are higher than those of the younger
one. Their moral judgments are based on those standards, and perhaps
the general moral judgments of society are based on even older
standards. These are the judgments which instil a sense of guilty
in the person who commits a morality offence. The standards themselves
do not instil this sense of guilt,. It might therefore be more
correct to say, on the strength of the above explanation of moral
standards and judgments. that society will not tolerate departures

/ .
from its moral judgments, though it may well tolerate departures
from its moral standards. This is true b:ause if mere tolerance has

1\

the effect of legitimising immorality, perhaps there would be not
stigma attached to prostitution. It would appear, therefore, that no
matter how low moral standards fall, the law relating to morality
should' not be altered since moral judgments do not shift. Since
a repeal of any of the laws governing morality may he viewed as an
outright approval of immorality, and since society's moral judgment
does not shift (i.e. society would prefer to maintain high moral
standards), it may be argued that the law of morality should at least
remain as it is and if possible, should be made even more s~ngent.

But the argu¢ment to the contrary is equally convincing. If
moral standards continue falling, in time the larger p~ion of
society will be committJng offences which they would not formerly
have contemplated. These days African women become the immates
of brothels where fifty years ago no woman in her right mind would
~ have contemplated going. Men who are fifty years of age consort
with ~irls who are
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young enough to be their daughter~. A Kikuyu man will marry an
uncircumcised gir~ these days, something which never occurred
in traditional society? In short morality offences will be
committed by so many people that the law Tllillbecome a dead letter.
Tho~who are entrusted with the enforcement of the law will be in the
foreground committing the prohibited offences. The general attitude
to the la.w will relax and its enforcement will be neglected so muoh
that few people will know that it exists. That is what has happened
to the offence of indecent assault as defined in s. 144 (3) of the
Penal Code. Few people know that it is a criminal offence to make
obscene gestures at a woman, and this offence is perhaps one of the
few offences which are committed by many people many times in
a single day. Yet nobody bothers to enforce it under that subsection,
As far as the people are concerned s. 144 (3) is a dead ~etter.
Few would notice its repeal if it was repealed. '.i:hereare many
offences which in time might become as dead a letter as s. 144 (3).
Such offences as procuring a woman for the purposes of carnalk-..•ledst..
,kevJe~ or for the purposes of making her a common prostitute,
and the offence of living on the earnings of prostitution stand a
risk of being obsolete since nobody enforces them with any amount
of enthusiasm. One would wonder whether an offence that is not
enforced should be allowed to remain in the statute book. ~hen
the law exists in the statute books but is not enforced, it tends
to lose its respectabili~~ Disrepect for one particular law might
lead to disrespect for .~ laws. ~~en tr.at happens the law loses
the sanctity it should have and crimes are committed by the legislators!
the law enforcement offficenas well as the rest of society. Such
a situation is clearly not desirable and the law is better off
rep~aled.

The controversy is apparently insoluble. It should
nevertheless be remembered that the law does not profess to cover
the whole field of morality, and indeed it should not cover such a
wiae field. Tre law should aim to protect public decency and
public morality so far as is possible, but it should not attempt
to flog people to a higher mora Lfty. It should of course be able
to condemn any act which is u~xersally condemned by society, such as
incest, but there are limits beyond which the law shmuld not be
permitted to interfere with the private life of the people. The
Wolfenden Committee on Homosexual Practices and Prostitution 6
of England made its remmendation
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on the premise that trere "must be a realm of rrivate morality and
immorality which is not the law's business". If it is
accepted that the law's business in the realm of morality is
restricted, as the writer thinks it skould be, amendments to the law
of morality can be taken with good grace. Some areas of morality
are in fact best left to the good sense of individual members of
society, though tris must not be taken to mean that the whole of the
criminal law of morality should be repealed. Rather certain offences,
which are universally condemned by society, such as incest, rape and
defilement, should still be within the general sphere of the criminal
law.

By leaving certain areas of morality to the individup.l, the
writer does not advocate a wholesale return to customary law and its
informal sanctions. The customary law relating to offences is almost
entirely inadequate to enforce observance of social norms, for as we
have seen, traditional social organisation has alITost completely
broken down. ~anctions like ridicule and ostracism, so powerful and
effective in traditional society, cannot be expected to cope with
modern condition. The increased geograrhical mobility and the
economic organisRtion of a modern society can effectively subvert
the efficacy oT such sanctions. A person who has been ostracised by
one community can migrate to another community where he will not be

ctregarded as",social outcast.

CONCLUSION
In formulating the law the legislature is in theory supposed to

reflect the attitudes prevailin~ in the society as well as the needs
of the society. We have seen that there may be conflicting interests
in the society which must somehow be reconciled if the law is to have
any meaning 1;j the majority of the peopl.e , The law Should~e confused
with religion; neither should &e functions of the law be taken to be
the functions of social values as such. The law should restrict itself
to the necessary task of maintaining a qertain degree of fublic moralit
but should refrain from unduly interfering in the "the realm of private
morality and immorality" as :far as possible. It should, however, be
allowed to interfere in such areas of private morality if it is
reasonably necessary to protect the public good. These areas would
include those offences which
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may be termed "natural offences" like incest, rape and defilement.
At any rate the law should be fairly based on existing conditions
in society without making any absurd assumptions. Many of the
absurdities of the criminal law of morality have already been pointed
out.

We have seen that the eounterpart of rape is inadequate in that
it uovers only the offence of indecent assault of boys under fourteen
years of age. Rape is defined as unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman
without her consent, or with her consent if the consent be obtained,
inter alia, by means of threats or intimidation of any kind, or
by fear Cf bodily harm, or by misrepresentation as to the nature of
the act. This would seen to include situations where the consent
is obtained by use of blackmail. Perhaps it is not too hard to
imagine a woman employing threats or blackmail to induce a man to
have unlawful carnal knowledge of her. ~he writer would recommend
that rape should be defined to include that kind of situation so that
a woman may also be guilty of rape.

The offence of soliciting. in public for immoral purposes presents
another striking absurdity. We have seen that the ma~e offender may
be charged under s. 153 (1) (b), in which case he may be sentenced to
a term of imprisonment for up to two years.7 A female person, on
the other hand, may only be charged for the same offence under
s. 182 (f), when she would be liable to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding one month in the case of a first offence, and to a
maximUm of one year for subsequent offences. Yet the same offence
is committed by the man and the woman, a prostitute committing it
many times in the course of one day. This situation should be
corrected to make S. 153 (1) (b) catch the female offenders also
and by repealing s. 182 (f). Also, because we have seen that
s. 144 (3) is a dead letter, the offence of indecent assault should
be abolished, at least in the form given to it by s. 144 (3).

Incest and bigamy are two other offences which need modification.
We have already said that most African societies had~ the offence of
incest corresponding to the Penal Code offence, but that the prohibited
degrees of consanguinity were much wider. While it may not be
desirable to prohibit fraternisation between very distant relativeJ,
the law should
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be mOdif'~to include at leat some of the close relatives. Sexual
relations between a woman and her grandson, a woman and her nephew,
and between first cousins should be prohibited. It is absurd, in
a country where such relations were strictly prohibited, to continue
to assume that they did not exist and to ~mitate the law of incest w:
was developed in~fOreign courrt r-y' within a tolally different cultura:
context. In the same way, bigamy is an offence refer/able to the
content of a foreign culture. We have already said that the fact of
polygamy and the offence of bigamy (or more correctly, the fact of

f\polygyny and the offence of bigamy) differ only in form and not
in substance. It is submitted that the offence of bigamy is
anomalous in Kenya where polygamy is still permitted and practiced..j
it should therefore be abolished as an offence.

Abortion is another controversial offence. We have seen
that a majority of women and a very significant ~~mber of men
feel that abortion should not be a ciminal offence. It is of
course not disirable to legalise abortion in all cases, but i~
is submitted that there are certain situations where abortion should
be exempted from the criminal process. Where, for example,
abortion is carried out in order to save the life or health, both
mental and physical, of the mother, it should hot.be a criminal
offence. It would also seem undesirable to bring into the world
a child whom one has no means of maintaining fit at a reasonably
decent standard of living. The writer recommends that abortion
in ,.such cases should be legalised , with the proviso that such
abortion be carried out by a qualified medical practitioner.

The above proposals have been necessitated by the nature of
the penal law and the social conditions prevailing in the country.
The basic defect of the Penal Code is of course that it is a
foreign law imported into Kenya with very lettle or no modification
to s~it local circumstances. Perhaps the penal law of Kenya will
only be free from criticism wh~n it is compaetely overhauled so as
to adequately reflect the general feeelings and needs of the

C4.....,Q....J::
community, in other words, when its foreign eon1;ene1; is excised
and the law is regarded by the society as having roots in the
indigenous cultural and social climate.
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The Insurance (Motor Vehicles Third Party Risks) Act,
Cap. 405 laws of Kenya (1962) s.9 (i). ,
Liquour Licensing Act Cap.12l Laws of Kenya.
Justice and Judgment Among the Tiv P.120
(1934) Vol.16 Journal of Comparative Legislation and International
Law, P.23l.
Vol.16 Journal of Comp. Legislat. and Internat. Law P.23l.
Bohannan op.cit. P.120.
A Handbook of Tswana Law and Custom p.46
Nevertheless some legislation went on at important occasions, for

~
instance among the Embu, as we shall see later.
The writer interviewed thirty-eight men in connection with this
question. No women were available for interview.
For example, prohibiting the bibing of alcohol by young people.
Driberg in the Journal of comparative legislation and International
Law, 1934 Vol.16 series III wrote at P.23l: "Its whole object is to
maintain an equilibrium, and the penalties of African Law are directeq
not against specific infractions, but to the restoration of this
equilibrium."
The so called Kiku~u Chiefs were not Chiefs in the conventional sense.
They were termed "athamaki", but this only mean that they were
brave, wise and influential; it did not mean that they were ruling ovel
anybody and no allegiance was owed to them as Chiefs.
Among the Kikuyu there was lawful adultery to the extent that an
esteemed guest, provided that he and his guest were of the same age-
grade, was permitted to sleep with one of his guests' wives. This
hardly happened where the host had only one wife.
The word used by the Kikuyu is "mugiro" which seems to be much stlJlJnge:
than the English "taboo".
See generally Jomo Kenyatta: Facing Mount Kenya.
In fact the writer knows and was shown some people whose incurable
skin diseases are alleged to be the result of "thahu".
This has always been the case with primitive legal systems and would
appear to reject the English legal requirement of mens rea.
Among the Kikuyu the warriors had no judicial power.
A few offences, however, bore a more or less fixed amount of
compensation within certain geographical limits, eg. impregnating an
unmarried girl; the compensation varied according as the clan one had
wronged was within a near or a distant geographical limit.

14.

15.
16.

18.
19.
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20. Njareketa V. Director of Medical Services (1950) 17 E.A.C.A.60
21. T.O. Elias: The Nature of African Customary Law, P.27
22. T.O. Elias OPe cit. p.119.
23. Gluckman: Ideas and Procedures in African Customary Law, p.280.
24. Act No. 16 of 1967.
25. Circular from African Courts Officer (T.A. Watts to the Registrar

of African Courts, Meru, dated November 8, 1965 entitled Amendment
to customary law, Meru law Panel Minutes."

26. On further enquirr the writer was informed that most of these
records were forwarded to Nairobi for destruction and that the
file containing the circular from the African Courts Office was
left behind by a mere oversight.

27. Morris and Read; Indirect Rule and the Search for Justice,P.171
28. See generally, Jo.~ Kenyatta: My People of the Kikuy~.
29. Ope cit. P.9.
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CHAPTER infO

1. The writer is more familiar with the Kikuyu tribe than with any
other.

2. Social Explanations of Crime p.396
3. Act No.16 of 1967 s.3.
4. Wilson, J. in Gwao bin Kilimo, 1 Tanganyika law Rep. (R) 403, said

at p.405: "1 have no doubt whatever that the only standard of
morality which a British Court in Africa can apply is its own
British standard.1I

5. Morris and Read: Indirect Rule and theS Search for Justice P.175
6. African Christian Marriage and Divorce Act., Cap.151 s.12 (i).
7. Justice and Judgment Among the Tiv p.120
8. Penal Code s.139.
9. Penal Code s.145.
10. Penal Code s.156 (a)
11. Penal Code s.171
12. Penal Code s.153 (i) (b)
13. Penal Code s.164
14. Section 36 of the Penal Code.
15. Penal Code (Amendment) Act, 1973, Act No.1 of 197~.
16. Eugene Cotran: Restatement of African Customary Law, Vol.l
17. Adultery is not a criminal offence under the written law of Kenya.
18. In the writer's home village one witch was executed at the

beginning of the twentieth century.
f9. As for the Akamba, see Penwill: Kamba Customary Law pp. 93 - 96
20. We have seen that customary law was not statiO and that it varied

and continues to vary from one place to another. The principles,
however, remain the same.

21. E. Cotran: Restatement of African Customary Law, Vol. 1 p. XIV
22. This information was gathered from the records at Kiharu and

Kangema District Magistrates' Court, Nyeri District.
23. According to court records of Mukurwe-ini District Magistrates'

Court, Nyeri District.
24. This is the year the African Courts Ordinance, No.65 of 1951

was rl'pealed.
25. The Luo call it "chira"; see G. Wilson Luo Customary Law and Marrial;

Law Customs, p.92
26. Facing Mount Kenya p.244
27. Jomo Kenyatta: Facing Mount Kenya p.230
28. Jomo Kenyatta, op. cit. p.162.
29. (1934) Vol.16 Journal of Comparative Legislation and International
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30. See Devlin: Enforcement of Morals p.7.
31. This was the Kikuyu traditional law according to the elders

interviewed by the writer.
32. Lambert: Kikuyu Social and Political Institutions, see generally

pp. 112 - 122.
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CHAPTER THREE

1. As we have seen ih the preceding chapters.
2. See generally Ghai and MaAuslan: Public Law and Political

Change in Kenya, Nairobi, 1970.
3. Seidman liThe Reception of English Law in Colonial Africa

Revisited", 1969 2 East African Law Review 47
4, Act No. 16 of 1967, S.3.
5. Morris and Read, Indirect Rule and the Search for Justice
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PP. 109 - 130.
(1957) Journal of African Law 83
Bromley, Family Law, 2nd Edition P.l.
Bohannan, Justice and Judgment Among the
Nature of African Customary Law P.30
Whitfield, South African Native Law p.4

Tiv P.l9.

11. This is perhaps why some writers thought that African customary
Law was all criminal in nature.

12.
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14.
15.
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21.
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23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

Milner, African Penal Systems P.I03.
Devlin, Enforcement of Morals, P.7
Penal Code s.142
This is the year the writer has noted the last widespread use of
abduction to effect a marriage. In some parts of Kikuyuland,
notably Othaya, this still occasionally done.
See generally Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, PP.160 - 162
Penal Code S.149.
Penal Code S.150 and the marginal note thereto.
Rudd, J. in MUpa V.R. 1966 E.A. 124 at P.128.
Penal Code sections 153 and 154.
Section 147 sub-sections (b) and (d) of the Penal Code.
Section 153 (b) of the Penal Code.
Penal Code S.17l.
Cap.15l Laws of Kenya.
Cap. 156 Laws of Kenya

Cap. 150 L•.ws of Kenya. ~Stt;;D
This is still doubtful in view of ~Aof the Marriage Act.
In this connection the writer sought the views of fifteen married
momen, fifteen unmarried women, fifteen married men and fifteen
unmarried men. It is interesting to note that among the thrrty

$.',,-
men, only three (all of whom wereAChristians) were against the
abolition of the offence of bigamy; and five women (one a firm
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29. The informal sanction of ridicule and disrepute is, however,

available in many cases, paticularly in the rural areas.
30. Penal code section 182 (d).
31. Report on Customary Criminal Offences in Kenya,

Government Printer, Nairobi, 1963.
32. Facing Mount Kenya ~p. i40 -/b2.

33. Meru customary law on this point has not changed and is still strictly
observed, according to findings of the writer in June, 1974.

34. According to Kikuyu custom a young man can only hold an old woman
from behind by her upper arms, especially when dissuading her from
punishing on erring child. Any other approach is taboo.

35. (1966) East African Law Journal 39
36. (1966) East African Law Journal 42
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Malinowski, Crime and Custom in Savage Society
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Lowie, Primitive Society
Gluckman, Ideas and Procedures in African Customary Law p.280
(1934) Vol. 16 Journal of Comparative Legislation and
International Law P. 238
Malinowski, Ope cit. p.14.
Lowie, OPe cit. P.384.
The writer witnessed this ceremony in 1964 when a man was
ostracised for failing to pay a 'fine' imposed by elders, but the
sanction broke down after only about two months.
S. Hartland, Primitive Law, P.214
Gluckman, Ope cit. p.280.
Gulliver, Law in Culture and Society pp. 25 - 26
(1959) Journal of African Law 86
According to Jomo Kenyatta, Facing r.lountKenya pp. 231-238
In the writer's village there are still two families who cannot
share meat among themselves because it is rumoured that a curse
prohibiting such sharing was pronounced by their ancestors some
three generations back.
Ope cit. p.114.
Penal Code s. 164.
See generally the Criminal Procedure Code, Cap.75 Laws of Kenya.
The Kenya Constitution S.72 (~).
Penal Code S .169.
The writer has witnessed in his home village numerous cases of
defilement, rape and theft settled out of court by elders at a
meeting presided over by the sub-chief.
r;$ee"The Dark Figure of Crime" as explained by Leon Radzinowicz in
a lecture to the Royal Society of Arts in London; and mentioned by
W. Clifford, Introduction to African Criminology p.6.
The difficulty in obtaihing people who could admit having committed
these offences was phenomenal. It was even harder to get women who
could admit that they had been raped or defiled. It should also be
noted that the people interviewed were those whom the writer was
satisfied had in fact committed the offences or had been victims
thereof.

23. w. Clifford, Ope cit. pp. 127-129.
24. Some old people interviewed by the writer could not believe that

21.

22.

there was an offence like bigamy.
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CHAPTER FIVE

1. Recommendation No.75.
2. W. Clifford, Introduction to African Criminology pp. 127-135
3. ~olfenden Report, 8.61, quoted by H.L.A. Hart in Law, Liberty

and Morality at pp.14 - 15
4. Devlin, Enforcement of Morals p.18.
5. Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya P.132
6. Discussed by Hart as well as Devlin, OPe cit.
7. The offence becomes a misdemeaner, punishment for which is provided

in 5.32 of the Penal Code.
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